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Abstract
A model for learning in the limit is deﬁned where a (so-called iterative) learner gets all positive examples from the target
language, tests every new conjecturewith a teacher (oracle) if it is a subset of the target language (and if it is not, then it receives
a negative counterexample), and uses only limited long-term memory (incorporated in conjectures). Three variants of this
model are compared:when a learner receives least negative counterexamples, the oneswhose size is bounded by themaximum
size of input seen so far, and arbitrary ones. A surprising result is that sometimes absence of bounded counterexamples can
help an iterative learner whereas arbitrary counterexamples are useless. We also compare our learnability model with other
relevant models of learnability in the limit, study how our model works for indexed classes of recursive languages, and show
that learners in our model can work in non-U-shaped way—never abandoning the ﬁrst right conjecture.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In 1967 E. M. Gold [13] suggested an algorithmic model for learning languages and other possibly inﬁnite
concepts. This model, TxtEx , where a learner gets all positive examples and stabilizes on a right description (a
grammar) for the target concept, was adopted by computer and cognitive scientists (see, for example, [27]) as
a basis for discussion on algorithmic modeling of certain cognitive processes. Since then other different formal
models of algorithmic learning in the limit have been deﬁned and discussed in the literature. One of the major
questions stimulating this discussion is what type of input information can be considered reasonable in various
potentially inﬁnite learning processes. Another important question is what amount of input data a learner can
store in its (long-term) memory. Yet another issue is the way how input data is communicated to the learner.
In Gold’s original model the learner is able to store potentially all input (positive) examples in its long-term
memory (one can clearly make distinction between long-term memory, where a learner stores necessary data
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permanently, and a short-term—temporary—memory used by a learner for computation between a current
and next conjectures); still, the latter assumption may be unrealistic for certain learning processes. Gold also
considered a variant of his model where the learner receives all positive and all negative examples. However,
while it is natural to assume that some negative data may be available to the learner, this variant, InfEx , though
interesting from a theoretical standpoint (for example, it can be used as a formal model for learning classes
of functions, see [18]), can hardly be regarded as adequate for most of the learning processes—for example,
children learning languages, while getting some negative data (say, when some of their utterances are corrected
by parents), obviously will never get the full set of negative data.
R.Wiehagen in [31] (see also [21]) suggested a variant of the Gold’s original model, so-called iterative learners,
whose long-term memory cannot grow indeﬁnitely (in fact, it is incorporated into the learner’s conjectures).
Some variants of iterative learning proved to be quite fruitful in the context of applied machine learning (see,
for example, [23], where iterative learning, being used in the context of training Support Vector Machines, gives
an opportunity to replace a very large full training set with a much smaller initial set of most important training
points). This model has been considered for learnability from all positive examples (denoted as TxtIt, [31,21])
and from all positive and all negative examples (denoted as InfIt, [20]).
In her paper [2], D. Angluin suggested a model of learnability, where data about the target concept are com-
municated to a learner in a way different from the one used in Gold’s model—it is supplied to the learner by a
teacher (oracle) in response to queries from a learner. Angluin considered different type of queries, in particular,
membership queries, where the learner asks if a particular word is in the target concept, and subset queries, where
the learner tests if the current conjecture is a subset of the target language—if not, then the learner may get a
negative counterexample from a teacher (subset queries and corresponding counterexamples help a learner to
refute overgeneralizing wrong conjectures; K. Popper [28] regarded refutation of overgeneralizing conjectures
as a vital part of learning and discovery processes).
In [15], the authors introduced themodelNCEx (see Deﬁnition 10) which combines the Gold’s model,TxtEx ,
and the Angluin’s model. An NCEx-learner receives all positive examples of the target concept and makes a
subset query about each conjecture—receiving a negative counterexample if the answer is negative. This model
is along the line of research related to the Gold’s model for learnability from positive data in presence of some
negative data (see also [24,4]). Three variants of negative examples supplied by the teacher were considered:
negative counterexamples of arbitrary size, if any (the main model NCEx), least counterexamples (LNCEx),
and counterexamples whose size would be bounded by the maximum size of positive input data seen so far
(BNCEx)—thus, reﬂecting complexity issues that the teacher might have.
In this paper, we incorporate the limitation on the long-term memory reﬂected in the It-approach into all
three above variants of learning from positive data and negative counterexamples: in our new model, NCIt
(and its variations), the learner gets full positive data and asks a subset query about every conjecture, however,
the long-term memory is a part of its conjecture, and, thus, cannot store indeﬁnitely growing amount of input
data (since, otherwise, the learner cannot stabilize to a single conjecture). Thus, the learners in our model, while
still getting full positive data, get just as many negative examples as necessary (a ﬁnite number, if the learner
succeeds) and can use only a ﬁnite amount of long-term memory. Our motivation for this model is based on the
observation that iterative learners having access to positive data only, while being far more parsimonious (in
terms of long-term memory) than the learners in the general Gold’s model, do not have any access to negative
data, whereas limited negative data is available in most human learning processes. We explore different aspects
of our model. In particular, we compare all three variants to one another and with other relevant models of
algorithmic learning in the limit discussed above. We also study how our model works in the context of learning
indexed (that is, effectively enumerable) classes of recursive languages (such popular classes as pattern languages
(see [1]) and regular languages are among them). In the end, we show that learners in our model can work in
non-U-shaped way—not ever abandoning a right conjecture.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce necessary notation and formally introduce our
and other relevant learnability models and establish trivial relationships between them. Section 3 is devoted to
relationships between the three above mentioned variants of NCIt . First, we show that least counterexamples
do not have advantage over arbitrary ones—this result is similar to the corresponding result forNCEx obtained
in [15], however, the proof is more complex. Then we show that capabilities of iterative learners getting counte-
rexamples of arbitrary size and those getting bounded counterexamples, if available, are incomparable. The fact
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that bounded counterexamples, if available, can sometimes help more than arbitrary ones is quite surprising:
if a bounded counterexample is available, then an arbitrary one is trivially available, but not vice versa—this
circumstance can be easily used by NCEx-learners to simulate BNCEx-learners, but not vice versa, as shown
in [15]. However, it turns out that iterative learners can sometimes use the fact that a bounded counterexample
is not available to learn concepts, for which arbitrary counterexamples are of no help at all!
Section 4 compares our models with other popular models of learnability in the limit. First, we show that
TxtEx-learners, capable of storing potentially all positive input data, can learn sometimes more than NCIt-
learners, even if the latter ones are allowed to make a ﬁnite number of errors in the ﬁnal conjecture. On the other
hand, NCIt-learners can sometimes do more than the TxtEx-learners (being able to store all positive data).
In addition to exhibiting a class of languages witnessing the latter difference, we establish this difference on
yet another level: it turns out that adding an arbitrary recursive language to an NCIt-learnable class preserves
its NCIt-learnability, while it is not true for TxtEx-learners (see [13], where it was shown that the class of all
ﬁnite sets is TxtEx-learnable, but any class consisting of one inﬁnite language and all of its ﬁnite subsets is
not TxtEx-learnable). An interesting—and quite unexpected—result is that NCIt-learners can simulate any
InfIt-learner. Note that InfIt gets access to full negative data, whereas an NCIt-learner gets only a ﬁnite num-
ber of negative counterexamples (although both of them are not capable of storing all input data)! Moreover,
NCIt-learners can sometimes learn more than any InfIt-learner. The fact that NCIt-learners receive negative
counterexamples to wrong “overinclusive” conjectures (that is conjectures which include elments outside the
language) is exploited in the relevant proof. Here note that for NCEx and InfEx-learning, where all data can
be remembered, NCEx ⊂ InfEx . So the relationship between negative counterexamples and complete negative
data differs quite a bit from the non-iterative case.
In Section 5, we consider NCIt-learnability of indexed classes of recursive languages. Our main result here
is that all such classes are NCIt-learnable. Note that it is typically not the case when just positive data is avail-
able—even with unbounded long-term memory. On the other hand, interestingly, there are indexed classes that
are not NCIt-learnable if a learner uses the set of programs computing just the languages from the given class
as its hypotheses space (so-called class-preserving type of learning, see [33]). That is, full learning power of
NCIt-learners on indexed classes can only be reached if subset queries can be posed for conjectures representing
languages outside the class. Zeugmann and Lange [33] had shown the dependence of the capabilities of iterative
learners on the hypotheses spaces for learning from text. Dependability of learning via queries in dependence
of the hypotheses space has been studied, in particular, in [22].
In Section 6, we prove thatNCIt-learning can be done so that a learner never abandons a right conjecture (so-
called non-U-shaped learning, see [5], became a popular subject in developmental psychology, see [7]. Recently
Journal of Cognition and Development dedicated its ﬁrst issue in the year 2004 to U-shaped phenomenon).
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation
Any unexplained recursion theoretic notation is from [29]. The symbol N denotes the set of natural numbers,
{0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}. Subsets ofN are refered to as languages. Symbols∅,⊆,⊂,⊇, and⊃ denote empty set, subset, proper
subset, superset, and proper superset, respectively. Cardinality of a set S is denoted by card(S). The maximum
and minimum of a set are denoted by max(·), min(·), respectively, where max(∅) = 0 and min(∅) = ∞. Suppose
A,B are subsets of N . AB denotes the symmetric difference of A and B, that is AB = (A− B) ∪ (B− A). For
a natural number a, we say that A =a B, iff card(AB) ≤ a. We say that A =∗ B, iff card(AB) < ∞. Thus, we
take n < ∗ < ∞, for all n ∈ N . If A =a B, then we say that A is an a-variant of B. ∀∞ and ∃∞, respectively, denote
‘for all but ﬁnitely many’ and ‘there exist inﬁnitely many’.
We let 〈·, ·〉 stand for an arbitrary, computable, bijective mapping from N × N onto N [29]. We assume with-
out loss of generality that 〈·, ·〉 is monotonically increasing in both of its arguments. We deﬁne 1(〈x, y〉) = x
and 2(〈x, y〉) = y . Pairing function can be extended to n-tuples in a natural way. Let cyli = {〈i, x〉 | x ∈ N }.
Intuitively, N can be partitioned into cylinders {〈i, x〉 | x ∈ N }, i ∈ N . Then, cyli denotes the ith cylinder in the
above partition of N .
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By ϕ we denote a ﬁxed acceptable programming system for the partial computable functions mapping N to
N [29,25]. By ϕi we denote the partial computable function computed by the program with number i in the
ϕ-system. Symbol R denotes the set of all recursive functions, that is total computable functions. Symbol Rn0,1
denotes the set of all recursive functions, with n input parameters and range being {0, 1}. (x)↓ denotes that (x)
is deﬁned. (x)↑ denotes that (x) is undeﬁned.
By  we denote an arbitrary ﬁxed Blum complexity measure [6,14] for the ϕ-system. A partial recursive
function (·, ·) is said to be a Blum complexity measure for ϕ, iff the following two conditions are satisﬁed:
(a) for all i and x, (i, x)↓ iff ϕi(x)↓,
(b) the predicate: P(i, x, t) ≡ (i, x) ≤ t is decidable.
By convention we usei to denote the partial recursive function x.(i, x). Intuitively,i(x)may be thought
as the number of steps it takes to compute ϕi(x).
By Wi we denote domain(ϕi). Wi is, then, the recursively enumerable (r.e.) set/language (⊆ N ) accepted by the
ϕ-program i. We also say that i is a grammar for Wi . Symbol E will denote the set of all r.e.languages. Symbol
L, with or without decorations, ranges over E . By L we denote the characteristic function of L. By L, we denote
the complement of L, that is N − L. Symbol L, with or without decorations, ranges over subsets of E . By Wi,s we
denote the set {x < s | i(x) < s}.
L is said to be an indexed family of languages iff there exists an indexing L0,L1, . . . of all and only the lan-
guages in L such that the question x ∈ Li is uniformly decidable (i.e., there exists a recursive function f such
that f(i, x) = Li (x)).
We often need to use padding to be able to attach some relevant information to a grammar. pad(j, ·, ·, . . .)
denotes a 1–1 recursive function (of appropriate number of arguments) such thatWpad(j,·,·,...) = Wj . Such recursive
functions can easily be shown to exist [29].
2.2. Classical models of learning
We now present concepts from language learning theory. The next deﬁnition introduces the concept of a
sequence of data. Sets of form {x | x < n}, for some n, are called initial segments of N .
Deﬁnition 1. (a) A (ﬁnite) sequence 	 is a mapping from an initial segment of N into (N ∪ {#}). The empty
sequence is denoted by 
.
(b) The content of a sequence 	, denoted content(	), is the set of natural numbers in the range of 	.
(c) The length of 	, denoted by |	|, is the number of elements in 	. So, |
| = 0.
(d) For n ≤ |	|, the initial sequence of 	 of length n is denoted by 	[n]. So, 	[0] is 
.
Intuitively, #’s represent pauses in the presentation of data. We let 	, , and  , with or without decorations,
range over ﬁnite sequences. We denote the sequence formed by the concatenation of  at the end of 	 by 	.
For simplicity of notation, sometimes we omit , when it is clear that concatenation is meant. SEQ denotes the
set of all ﬁnite sequences.
Deﬁnition 2. [13] (a) A text T for a language L is a mapping from N into (N ∪ {#}) such that L is the set of
natural numbers in the range of T . T(i) represents the (i + 1)th element in the text.
(b) The content of a text T , denoted by content(T), is the set of natural numbers in the range of T ; that is, the
language which T is a text for.
(c) T [n] denotes the ﬁnite initial sequence of T with length n.
Deﬁnition 3. [13] An inductive inference machine (IIM) learning from texts is an algorithmic device which com-
putes a (possibly partial) mapping from SEQ into N .
We use the term learner or learning machine as synonyms for inductive inference machines.
Deﬁnition 4. [13] (a) An informant I is a mapping from N to (N × {0, 1}) ∪ # such that for no x ∈ N , both (x, 0)
and (x, 1) are in the range of I .
(b) content(I) = set of pairs in the range of I (that is range(I)− {#}).
(c) We say that a I is an informant for L iff content(I) = {(x,L(x)) | x ∈ N }.
(d) The canonical informant for L is the informant (0,L(0))(1,L(1)) . . ..
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Intuitively, informants give both all positive and all negative data for the language being learned. I [n] is the ﬁrst
n elements of the informant I . One can similarly deﬁne language learning from informants.
We letM , with or without decorations, range over IIMs.M(T [n]) (orM(I [n])) is interpreted as the grammar
(index for an accepting program) conjectured by the IIM M on the initial sequence T [n] (or I [n]). We say that
M converges on T to i, (written: M(T)↓ = i) iff (∀∞n)[M(T [n]) = i]. Convergence on informants is similarly
deﬁned.
There are several criteria for an IIM to be successful on a language. Belowwe deﬁne some of them. The criteria
deﬁned below are variants of the Ex-style learning described in Introduction and its extension, behaviourally
correct, or Bc -style learning (where a learner produces conjectures, almost all of which are correct, but not
necessarily the same, see [9] for formal deﬁnition). In the deﬁnitions, we additionally consider allowing a ﬁnite
number of errors (uniformly bounded number, or arbitrary) in the conjectures.
Deﬁnition 5. [13,9] Suppose a ∈ N ∪ {∗}.
(a) M TxtEx
a
-identiﬁes a text T just in case M(T [n]) is deﬁned for all n and (∃i | Wi =a content(T)) (∀∞n)
[M(T [n]) = i].
(b) M TxtEx
a
-identiﬁes an r.e. language L (written: L ∈ TxtExa(M)) just in case M TxtExa-identiﬁes each
text for L.
(c)M TxtEx
a
-identiﬁes a classL of r.e. languages (written:L ⊆ TxtExa(M)) just in caseM TxtExa-identiﬁes
each language from L.
(d) TxtEx
a = {L ⊆ E | (∃M)[L ⊆ TxtExa(M)]}.
If instead of convergence to a grammar on text T , we just require that all but ﬁnitely many grammars output
by M on T are for an a-variant of content(T), (that is, (∀∞n)[WM(T [n]) =a content(T)]), then we get TxtBc
a
-
identiﬁcation. We refer the reader to [9] or [18] for details.
Deﬁnition 6. [13,9] Suppose a ∈ N ∪ {∗}.
(a) M InfEx
a
-identiﬁes L (written: L ∈ InfExa(L)), just in case for all informants I for L, M(I [n]) is deﬁned
for all n and (∃i | Wi =a L) (∀∞n)[M(I [n]) = i].
(b) M InfEx
a
-identiﬁes a class L of r.e. languages (written: L ⊆ InfExa(M)) just in case M InfExa-identiﬁes
each language from L.
(c) InfEx
a = {L ⊆ E | (∃M)[L ⊆ InfExa(M)]}.
One can similarly deﬁne InfBc
a
-identiﬁcation [9]. Note that the deﬁnition of learning from informant con-
sidered above is learning from arbitrary informants, rather than just canonical informants. This does not make
a difference for explanatory learning, but does make a difference for iterative learning [19]).
Next we consider iterative learning. Below we formally deﬁne TxtIt
a
. InfIt
a
can be deﬁned similarly.
Deﬁnition 7. [31,21]
(a) M is iterative, iff there exists a partial recursive function F such that, for all T and n, M(T [n+ 1]) =
F(M(T [n]), T(n)). Here M(
) is some predeﬁned constant.
(b) M TxtIt
a
-identiﬁes L, iff M is iterative, and M TxtExa-identiﬁes L.
(c) TxtIt
a = {L | (∃M)[M TxtIta-identiﬁes L]}.
Intuitively, an iterative learner [31,21] is a learner whose hypothesis depends only on its last conjecture
and current input. That is, for n ≥ 0, M(T [n+ 1]) can be computed algorithmically from M(T [n]) and
T(n). Here, note that M(T [0]) is predeﬁned to be some constant value. We will often identify F above with M
(that is use M(p , x) to describe M(T [n+ 1]), where p = M(T [n]) and x = T(n)). This is for ease of
notation.
Note that for InfIt-learning, the learner has to succeed on all informants, and not only on the canonical
one.
For Ex
a
and Bc a models of learning (for learning from texts or informants or their variants when learning
from negative counterexamples, as deﬁned below), one may assume without loss of generality that the learners
are total (see, for example [26]). However for iterative learning one cannot assume so. Thus, we explicitly require
in the deﬁnition that iterative learners are deﬁned on all inputs which are initial segments of texts (informants)
for a language in the class.
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Note that, although it is not stated explicitly, an It-type learner might store some input data in its conjecture
(thus serving as a limited long-term memory). However, the amount of stored data cannot grow indeﬁnitely, as
the learner must stabilize to one (right) conjecture.
For a = 0, we often write TxtEx ,TxtBc,TxtIt, InfEx , InfBc, InfIt instead of TxtEx0,TxtBc0,TxtIt0,
InfEx0, InfBc0, InfIt0, respectively.
We let M0,M1, . . . denote a recursive enumeration of all (iterative) IIMs from texts/informants or negative
counterexamples, based on context.
Deﬁnition 8. [12] 	 is said to be a TxtEx-stabilizing sequence for M on L, iff (a) content(	) ⊆ L, and (b) for all 
such that content() ⊆ L, M(	) = M(	).
Deﬁnition 9. [3,12] 	 is said to be a TxtEx-locking sequence for M on L, iff (a) 	 is a TxtEx-stabilizing sequence
for M on L and (b) WM(	) = L.
If M TxtEx-identiﬁes L, then every TxtEx-stabilizing sequence for M on L is a TxtEx-locking sequence for M
on L. Furthermore, one can show that if M TxtEx-identiﬁes L, then for every 	 such that content(	) ⊆ L, there
exists a TxtEx-locking sequence, which extends 	, for M on L (see [3,12]).
Similar results can be shown for InfEx , TxtBc, InfBc and other criteria of learning discussed in this paper.
We will often drop TxtEx (and other criteria notation) from TxtEx-stabilizing sequence and TxtEx-locking
sequence, when the criterion is clear from context.
2.3. Learning with negative counterexamples
In this section, we formally deﬁne our models of learning from full positive data and negative counterexam-
ples as given by [15]. Intuitively, for learning with negative counterexamples, we may consider the learner being
provided a text, one element at a time, along with a negative counterexample to the latest conjecture, if any.
(One may view this negative counterexample as a response of the teacher to the subset query when it is tested if
the language generated by the conjecture is a subset of the target language.) One may model the list of negative
counterexamples as a second text for negative counterexamples being provided to the learner. Thus the IIMs
get as input two texts, one for positive data, and other for negative counterexamples.
We say that M(T , T ′) converges to a grammar i, iff (∀∞n)[M(T [n], T ′[n]) = i].
First, we deﬁne the basic model of learning from positive data and negative counterexamples. In this model,
if a conjecture contains elements not in the target language, then a negative counterexample is provided to the
learner. NC in the deﬁnition below stands for negative counterexample.
Deﬁnition 10. [15] Suppose a ∈ N ∪ {∗}.
(a)M NCEx
a
-identiﬁes a language L (written: L ∈ NCExa(M)) iff for all texts T for L, and for all T ′ satisfying
the condition:
(T ′(n) ∈ Sn, if Sn /= ∅) and (T ′(n) = #, if Sn = ∅),
where Sn = L ∩ WM(T [n],T ′[n])
M(T , T ′) converges to a grammar i such that Wi =a L.
(b) M NCEx
a
-identiﬁes a class L of languages (written: L ⊆ NCExa(M)), iff M NCExa-identiﬁes each lan-
guage in the class.
(c) NCEx
a = {L | (∃M)[L ⊆ NCExa(M)]}.
For ease of notation, we sometimes deﬁne M(T [n], T ′[n]) also as M(T [n]), where we separately describe how
the counterexamples T ′(n) are presented to the conjecture of M on input T [n].
One can similarly deﬁne NCIt
a
-learning, where the learner’s output depends only on the previous conjecture
and the latest positive data and counterexample provided.
Deﬁnition 11. (a) M is iterative (for learning from counterexamples), iff there exists a partial recursive function
F such that, for all T , T ′ and n, M(T [n+ 1], T ′[n+ 1]) = F(M(T [n], T ′[n]), T(n), T ′(n)). Here M(
,
) is some
predeﬁned constant.
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(b) M NCIt
a
-identiﬁes L, iff M is iterative, and M NCExa-identiﬁes L.
(c) NCIt
a = {L | (∃M)[M NCIta-identiﬁes L]}.
Here, note thatM(
,
) is predeﬁned to be some constant value.We will often identify F above withM (that
is use M(p , x, y) to describe M(T [n+ 1], T ′[n+ 1]), where p = M(T [n], T ′[n]) and x = T(n), y = T ′(n)). This is
for ease of notation.
As an example, consider the class {S | S is ﬁnite} ∪ {N }. This class is known not to be in TxtEx (see [13]). One
can learn the above class inNCIt as follows: Initially (on empty data) conjecture a grammar for N . If there is no
counterexample, then we are done. Otherwise, one can just follow the strategy for learning ﬁnite sets, by storing
all the input data.
One should also note that the NCIt model is equivalent to allowing ﬁnitely many subset queries (with coun-
terexamples for ‘no’ answer) in iterative learning (see [17] for similar result on NCEx learning; this paper also
studies various tradeoffs when the number of queries is bounded by a natural number).
Jain and Kinber [15] also considered the cases where
(i) negative counterexamples provided are the least ones (that is, inDeﬁnition 10(a), one uses T ′(n) = min(Sn),
instead of T ′(n) ∈ Sn); the corresponding learning criterion is referred to as LNCExa, and
(ii) negative counterexamples are provided iff they are bounded by the largest element seen in T [n] (that is,
in Deﬁnition 10(a), one uses Sn = L ∩ WM(T [n],T ′[n]) ∩ {x | x ≤ max(content(T [n]))}); the corresponding learning
criterion is referred to as BNCEx
a
.
We refer the reader to [15] for details. One can similarly deﬁne LNCIt
a
, BNCIt
a
, and BNCBc
a
, LNCBc
a
,
BNCBc
a
criteria of learning.
Note that {S | S is ﬁnite} ∪ {N } belongs to LNCIt but not to BNCEx∗.
Below, we state a number of relationships between the formal models of learning discussed above, which
either follow from the deﬁnitions or are shown in [15].
Proposition 12. Let a ∈ N ∪ {∗}.
(a) [15] TxtEx
a ⊆ BNCExa ⊆ NCExa ⊆ LNCExa.
(b) [15] TxtBc
a ⊆ BNCBca ⊆ NCBca ⊆ LNCBca.
(c) TxtIt
a ⊆ BNCIta.
(d) TxtIt
a ⊆ NCIta ⊆ LNCIta.
Note that BNCIt
a ⊆ NCIta, as we will show below.
Proposition 13. Let a ∈ N ∪ {∗}.
(a) BNCIt
a ⊆ BNCExa ⊆ BNCBca.
(b) NCIt
a ⊆ NCExa ⊆ NCBca.
(c) LNCIt
a ⊆ LNCExa ⊆ LNCBca.
3. Relationship among different variations of NCIt-criteria
In this section, we compare all three variants of iterative learning using negative counterexamples. Obvi-
ously, the goal is to determine (a) what extra help the least negative counterexamples can provide for iterative
learning over arbitrary ones, and (b) if (and how) providing counterexamples of bounded size, if any, effects the
capabilities of an iterative learner.
Our ﬁrst result shows that, for learning capability of iterative learners, least counterexamples do not give
advantage over arbitrary counterexamples. This result is similar to the corresponding result for NCEx-learners
([15]), however, the proof is more complex.
Following notation is used in Theorem 14 and Remark 29.
Notation: Mncex(p , a0a1 . . . an) denotes the result of the following computation. Deﬁne q0 = p . Let qi+1 =
M(qi , ai , ncex(qi)) (that is, the output of M when previous conjecture was qi , ai is the positive data and ncex(qi)
is the negative counterexample (or #) provided). Then, the grammar output by Mncex(p , a0a1 . . . , an) = qn+1,
if all ncex(qi), i ≤ n, in the above computation are deﬁned (as well as M converges in all of the above com-
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putations—this later part of M converging in all computations would always hold, when inputs are deﬁned,
as the input data will be from the class, as long as counterexamples provided by ncex are correct). Otherwise,
Mncex(p , a0a1 . . . an) is not deﬁned.
Theorem 14. For all a ∈ N ∪ {∗},LNCIta = NCIta.
Proof. The proof idea is similar to that of showing LNCEx ⊆ NCEx in [15], except that we need to keep track
of the backlog in the simulation when we are trying to ﬁnd the least counterexample. Intuitively, for simulating
an LNCIt-learner, an NCIt-learner, whenever it receives a counterexample to conjecture Wp , tries to ﬁnd a least
counterexample by searching for least i such that {i} ∩ Wp receives a counterexample. However, during this
process of searching for i, the iterative learner needs to store incoming data, as it may lose it otherwise. This
saving of backlog in the simulation is done in variable m below. Besides this backlog in the simulation, the
learner also needs to remember the known least counterexamples for grammars, if any, (see ncex below) as well
as the mode of operation (i.e., is it simulating the LNCEx-learner or is it trying to ﬁnd a least counterexample
for some grammar; rm below keeps track of this). We now proceed formally.
We state the proof only for a = 0. The proof can easily be seen to work for arbitrary a. Suppose M LNCIt-
identiﬁes L. We deﬁne M ′ which NCIt-identiﬁes L. Suppose T is a text for L ∈ L. The conjectures of M ′ on
input T [m] would be of form pad(pm, rm, ncexm, m).
Invariants (A) to (D) would hold.
(A) m is the backlog in simulation. That is, T [m] = ′mm, where M ′ has, as yet, only simulated M on ′m,
and simulation on m is yet to be done. It will be the case that ′m ⊆ ′m+1. Thus, m+1 is a sufﬁx of mT(m+ 1).
Furthermore, if rm+1 is 0, then ′m ⊂ ′m+1, and if rm+1 is not 0, then ′m = ′m+1.
(B) ncexm is a partial mapping from conjectures to the least counterexamples (or #) as known toM ′. Domain
of ncexm is all conjectures made by M on proper preﬁxes of ′m (here ′m is as in (A) above, and counterexamples
provided to M are the least counterexamples).
(C) rm is used to check the mode in which M ′ is currently in. If rm = 0, it means M ′ is currently simulating
M , and the last conjecture pm is the conjecture of M on ′m (when the counterexamples in the simulation are
given using ncexm).
If rm = 1 + 〈p , s〉, it means thatM ′ is currently trying to ﬁnd out the least counterexample for the grammar p ,
which was output by M after seeing ′m (where the counterexamples were given by ncexm). Here s denotes that
until now, we have veriﬁed that Wp ∩ {x < s} ⊆ L, and are currently testing whether Wp ∩ {s} ⊆ L (in this case
pm is the grammar for Wp ∩ {s}). Also, it is known that Wp ⊆ L (as M ′ would have earlier received a negative
counterexample to its conjecture of form pad(p , ·, ·, ·)).
(D) If rm = 1 + 〈p ,w〉 and rm+1 /= 0, then rm+1 = 1 + 〈p ,w + 1〉.
Initially, output of M ′ on empty input is pad(p0, 0,∅,
), where p0 is the output of M on empty input. Note
that the invariants hold.
We now describe how to determine parameters in pad(pm+1, rm+1, ncexm+1, m+1), the output of M ′ on input
T(m), with counterexample y to previous conjecture pad(pm, rm, ncexm, m). The invariants mentioned above are
preserved for each case in the construction.
Note that in Case 1 below, the positive data used in  in the simulation of M is from the text T , and ncexm+1,
where deﬁned, is correct. Thus one can determine whether Mncexm+1(pm, ) is deﬁned or not under the assump-
tion that the input text is for a language from the class L (since in this case the only reason for Mncexm+1(pm, )
to be undeﬁned would be that ncexm+1 is undeﬁned for one of the intermediate conjectures). Similar reasoning
applies to Case 4.
Case 1: rm = 0 and (y = # or ncexm(pm) is deﬁned).
If ncexm(pm) is not deﬁned, then extendncexm toncexm+1 by additionally deﬁningncexm+1(pm) = #.Otherwise
let ncexm+1 = ncexm.
Let  be the largest preﬁx of mT(m) such that Mncexm+1(pm, ) is deﬁned. Note that  above is not empty.
Let pm+1 = Mncexm+1(pm, ). Let m+1 be such that mT(m) = m+1. Let rm+1 = 0.
It is easy to verify that invariants (A), (B) and (C) are maintained. Invariant (D) trivially holds.
Case 2: rm = 0 and (y /= # and ncexm(pm) is not deﬁned).
Let ncexm+1 = ncexm. Let rm+1 = 1 + 〈pm, 0〉. Let m+1 = mT(m). Let pm+1 be such that Wpm+1 = {0} ∩ Wpm .
It is easy to verify that invariants (A), (B) and (C) are maintained. Invariant (D) trivially holds.
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Case 3: rm = 1 + 〈p ,w〉 and y = #.
Let ncexm+1 = ncexm. Let rm+1 = 1 + 〈p ,w + 1〉. Let m+1 = mT(m). Let pm+1 be such that Wpm+1 = {w + 1} ∩
Wp .
It is easy to verify that invariants (A), (B), (C) and (D) are maintained.
Case 4: rm = 1 + 〈p ,w〉 and y /= #.
Let ncexm+1 be the extension of ncexm by deﬁning ncexm+1(p) = w.
Let  be the largest preﬁx of mT(m) such thatMncexm+1(p , ) is deﬁned. Let pm+1 = Mncexm+1(p , ). Let m+1
be such that mT(m) = m+1. Let rm+1 = 0.
It is easy to verify that invariants (A), (B), (C) and (D) are maintained.
Note that the invariants are maintained in all cases above. Also, using invariants (C), (D), it follows that if
rm /= 0, then there exists a m′ > m, such that rm′ = 0, and thus ′m ⊂ ′m′ .
Now suppose n is such that M (when receiving least counterexamples) converges on T at n (that is, for all
n′ ≥ n, M(T [n′]) = M(T [n])). Then, once ′m ⊇ T [n+ 1], we have, using invariant (B), that ncexm is deﬁned on
all conjectures of M on T . It follows that for all m′ > m, on the input T(m′) only Case 1 will apply, and the
value of m′ would be 
, and pm′ would be M(T) and rm′ would be 0. Thus, M ′ on T converges to a grammar
for L. 
One of the variants of teacher’s answers to subset queries in [2] was restricted subset queries, where the teacher
gives just “yes” or “no” answer. That is, the teacher just tells the learner that a counterexample exists, but does
not provide it. Note that the above proof works also under these conditions, as the proof does not use the exact
numerical value of the counterexample, but just the fact that it exists.
Nowwe will compareNCIt-learning with its variant where the size of counterexamples is limited by the max-
imum size of the input seen so far. Note again that, in the latter model, if the shortest available counterexample
to a current conjecture is too long, the teacher is simply unable to provide it. Our goal is to establish whether
this bound on the size of possible counterexamples effects capabilities of learners in our model.
First we show that, contrary to immediate intuition, bounded counterexamples (or, rather interplay between
positive data seen so far, part of it being memorized and the fact that only bounded counterexample can be
provided, if at all) can sometimes help to iteratively learn classes of languages not learnable by anyNCIt-learner.
The proof exploits the fact that sometimes actually absence of bounded counterexamples can help in a situation
when arbitrary counterexamples are useless! Note that if a bounded counterexample is available to a learner,
then an arbitrary counterexample is trivially available, and NCEx-learners easily utilize this circumstance to
simulate any BNCEx-learner, as shown in [15].
Theorem 15. BNCIt − NCIt∗ /= ∅.
The following lemma gives the diagonalizing class L. For ease of presentation, the diagonalization proof is
split into two parts.
Intuitively, L1 in the lemma is easy to learn (iteratively) as a learner can eventually ﬁnd the least e such that
〈0, e〉 is in the input language. L4 is also easy to learn (iteratively), as it consists only of ﬁnite sets. However,
L1 ∪ L4 is not NCIt-learnable. By the time the NCIt-learner sees a data of form 〈1, ·〉, it may have forgotten
some inputs it has earlier seen. Furthermore, such data cannot be recovered using ﬁnitely many counterexam-
ples by NCIt-learner (as these data maybe arbitrary). This allows one to show that L1 ∪ L4 is not learnable by
NCIt-learner.
L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3 uses a modiﬁcation of this idea, to construct classes of inﬁnite languages which are not NCIt∗-
learnable. Here note that the L− (cyl0 ∪ cyl1) part of languages L in L2 are in some sense cylinderiﬁcation of
languages inL1. L− (cyl0 ∪ cyl1) part of languages L inL3 are cylinderiﬁcation of ﬁnite sets. Intuitively,L2 ∪ L3
cannot be learned (with a ﬁnite number of errors) from informants, if the learner does not get the information
about the elements {〈0, 〈i,w〉〉 | w ∈ N }. This is essentially non-union theorem for learning from informants [30].
For being able to BNCIt-identify the class L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3, for an appropriate i, one uses elements of form
〈0, 〈i,w〉〉, to determine whether the input language is from L2 or L3. Note here that L2 and L3 are individually
iteratively learnable. Thus, if one could somehow recover the ﬁnite part of cyl0 which one loses when the learner
thinks that the input is coming from L1, then the class L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3 would become iteratively learnable. BNCIt-
learners can recover such data due to the following reason. When one conjectures a set {a}, where a is not in the
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input language, then the BNCIt-learner does not receive a counterexample iff a is larger than all the elements
seen in the input so far. This bounds the elements of cyl0 already seen and thus allows their recovery using con-
jectures of the form {x}, for x ≤ a. This kind of recovery is not possible for NCIt-learners as the counterexample
for the conjecture {a} above can be a itself. In fact, an NCIt-learner is not able to recover these forgotten data,
as our analysis below shows.
We now proceed formally.
Lemma 16. Let L1 = {{〈0, x〉 | x ∈ We} | e = min(We), e ∈ N }.
L2 = {L | (∃i, j ∈ N)[
card(L ∩ cyl0) < ∞ and L ∩ cyl1 = {〈1, 〈i, j〉〉} and
(∀w)[〈0, 〈i,w〉〉 ∈ L] and (L− (cyl0 ∪ cyl1)) = {〈2, 〈x, k〉〉 | x ∈ Wj , k ∈ N }]}.
L3 = {L | (∃i, j ∈ N , ﬁnite set D)[
card(L ∩ cyl0) < ∞ and L ∩ cyl1 = {〈1, 〈i, j〉〉} and
(∃w)[〈0, 〈i,w〉〉 ∈ L] and (L− (cyl0 ∪ cyl1)) = {〈2, 〈x, k〉〉 | x ∈ D, k ∈ N }]}.
Let L4 = {L | card(L) < ∞, L ⊆ cyl0 ∪ cyl1 and L ⊆ cyl0}.
Let L = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3.
(a) L1 ∪ L4 ∈ NCIt.
(b) L ∈ NCIt∗.
Proof. (a) Suppose by way of contradiction that L1 ∪ L4 ∈ NCIt as witnessed by a learner M . Then, by implicit
use of Kleene’s Recursion Theorem [29], there exists an e such that We may be deﬁned as follows. Initially enu-
merate e in We, and let 	0 be such that content(	0) = {〈0, e〉}. Intuitively Cntrexmpls denotes the set of elements
frozen to be outside the diagonalizing language being constructed. Initially, Cntrexmpls = {〈i, x〉 | i ≥ 2 and
i, x ∈ N } ∪ {〈0, x〉 | x < e}. Intuitively, NegSet is the set of conjectured grammars for which we have found a neg-
ative counterexample (in Cntrexmpls). Initially let NegSet = ∅. ncex(j) is a function which gives, for j ∈ NegSet,
a negative counterexample from Cntrexmpls. For the following, let  be a sequence of length || deﬁned as
follows. For i < ||,
(i) =
{
ncex(M([i], [i])), if M([i], [i]) ∈ NegSet;
#, otherwise.
(where the value of NegSet is as at the time of above usage). Here note that we will be using the above deﬁnition
only for cases when M([i], [i]) is deﬁned for all i < ||.
Note that at the beginning of any stage s, NegSet will be ﬁnite, and Cntrexmpls will be a ﬁnite set plus {〈i, x〉 |
i ≥ 2 and i, x ∈ N } ∪ {〈0, x〉 | x < e}. Also we will have the invariant that at the start of stage s, content(	s) =
{〈0, x〉 | x ∈ We enumerated before stage s}.
Go to stage 0.
Stage s
1. Dovetail steps 2 and 3 until step 2 or 3 succeed. If step 2 succeeds before step 3, if ever, then go to step 4. If
step 3 succeeds before step 2, if ever, then go to step 5.
Here we assume that if step 3 can succeed by simulating M(, ) for s steps, then step 3 succeeded ﬁrst (and
for the shortest such ), otherwise whichever of these steps succeeds ﬁrst is taken. (So some priority is
given to step 3 in the dovetailing.)
2. Search for a  ⊇ 	s such that
content() ⊆ {〈0, x〉 | x ≥ e} − Cntrexmpls,
M([i], [i]), is deﬁned for all i ≤ ||, and
M(, ) /= M(	s, 	s).
3. Search for a  ⊆ 	s such that M(, ) ∈ NegSet and WM(,) enumerates an element not in content(	s).
4. Let  be as found in step 2. Let 	s+1 = , and enumerate {x | 〈0, x〉 ∈ content()} into We.
Go to stage s+ 1.
5. Let  be as found in step 3, and j = M(, ), and z be the element found to be enumerated by Wj which is
not in content(	s).
Let NegSet = NegSet ∪ {j}.
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Let Cntrexmpls = Cntrexmpls ∪ {z}.
Let ncex(j) = z.
Let 	s+1 = 	s.
Go to stage s+ 1.
End stage s
We now consider the following cases:
Case 1: Stage s starts but does not ﬁnish.
Note that M needs to converge on all inputs, where positive data is contained in cyl0 and negative counte-
rexamples are consistent (due to M being deﬁned on all inputs from L4). Thus, for any sequence 	 extending
	s, such that content(	) ⊆ {〈0, x〉 | x ∈ N } − Cntrexmpls, we have that M(	, 	)↓ = M(	s, 	s), and the counte-
rexamples given according to 	s are correct for any language L such that content(	s) ⊆ L ⊆ N − Cntrexmpls
(since otherwise step 3 would have succeeded). In other words, all conjectures by M on preﬁxes of (	s, 	s) are
either contained in content(	s) or contain an element from Cntrexmpls (as given by ncex(·)).
Now ﬁx x such that 〈1, x〉 ∈ Cntrexmpls. Consider the behaviour ofM on T = 	s#(〈1, x〉)∞, where the counte-
rexamples beyond 	s# are given based on the input language being L = content(	s) ∪ {〈1, x〉} and
choosing the least counterexample (counterexamples on initial segments of 	s# are provided based on 	s#).
If M makes inﬁnitely many mind changes, then we have that M does not NCIt-identify content(	s) ∪ {〈1, x〉}.
On the other hand, if M makes only ﬁnitely many mind changes on T , then let S be the set of counterexamples
provided on the input text T . Let 〈0,w〉 be such that 〈0,w〉 is not in S ∪ content(	). Then, the behaviour of M
on T ′ = 	s(〈0,w〉)(〈1, x〉)∞ is same as that on T (here the counterexamples on input 	s(〈0,w〉) are based
on 	s(〈0,w〉); the counterexample provided is the least counterexample once 〈1, x〉 appears in the input). Thus,
M does not NCIt-identify at least one of content(	s) ∪ {〈0,w〉, 〈1, x〉} and content(	s) ∪ {〈1, x〉}, both of which
belong to L4.
Case 2: All stages ﬁnish.
Let L = {〈0, x〉 | x ∈ We}. Let T =⋃s∈N 	s. Note that T is a text for L. Let Cntrexmpls (NegSet) denote the
set of all elements which are ever placed in Cntrexmpls (NegSet) by the above construction. Let T be deﬁned
as follows.
T (i) =
{
ncex(M(T [i], T [i])), if M(T [i], T [i]) ∈ NegSet;
#, otherwise.
For  ⊆ T , let  = T [||]. Note that eventually, any conjecture j byM on (T , T )which enumerates an element
not in L, belongs to NegSet, with a negative counterexample for it belonging to Cntrexmpls (given by ncex(j)).
This is due to eventual success of step 3, for all  ⊆ T , for which M(, ) ⊆ L (due to priority assigned to
step 3).
If M(T , T ) makes inﬁnitely many mind changes, then, clearly, M does not NCIt-identify L. On the other
hand, ifM makes only ﬁnitely many mind changes on (T , T ), then eventually, any conjecture j byM on (T , T )
which enumerates an element not in L, belongs to NegSet, with a negative counterexample for it belonging to
Cntrexmpls (given by ncex(j)). Thus, beyond some large enough stage s, step 3 would never succeed, and, for any
stage s′ ≥ s, simulation of M(, ), as at stage s′ of step 2, is correct (i.e., negative counterexamples are given,
whenever the conjectured language is not a subset of L), and step 2 succeeds in all but ﬁnitely many stages—a
contradiction to M making only ﬁnitely many mind changes.
From above cases it follows that M does not NCIt-identify L1 ∪ L2. Part (a) follows.
(b) Proof of part (b) is an extension of the proof of part (a).
Intuitively, L2 ∪ L3 cannot be learned from informants, if the learner does not get the information about the
elements {〈0, 〈i,w〉〉 | w ∈ N }. This is what is exploited in the following.
In the class used in the proof of part (a), we exploit the fact that in Case 1, the iterative learner is not able
to remember all the elements of form 〈0, x〉 that it has seen (and is also not able to ﬁnd these elements by using
its future conjectures/counterexamples). In the deﬁnition of L, such crucial information (whether the input lan-
guage contains an element of form 〈0, 〈i,w〉〉 for some w) has been used to hide information whether the input
language is coming from L2 or L3. An NCIt∗-learner is not able to detect this information, and thus not able to
learn L2 ∪ L3. We now informally present the details.
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Suppose by way of contradiction thatM NCIt
∗
-identiﬁesL. One then proceeds with the staging construction
for deﬁning We as in the proof of part (a). If the construction has inﬁnitely many stages, then as in Case 2 of
part (a), one can argue that M does not NCIt
∗
-identify {〈0, x〉 | x ∈ We} which is in L1.
On the other hand, if there are only ﬁnitely many stages (i.e. Case 1), then ﬁx 	s as in Case 1. Then, by implicit
use of Kleene’s Recursion Theorem [29], one can choose a large enough i and j such that 〈0, 〈i,w〉〉 does not
appear in 	s, for any w, andWj can be described as follows.Wj essentially repeats the diagonalization against M
using the construction similar to that of We in proof of part (a). The only difference is that it uses cyl2 instead of
cyl0, and instead of just using 〈0, x〉, it uses 〈2, 〈x, k〉〉, for all k , (that is, for each x either 〈2, 〈x, k〉〉 would be placed
in the diagonalizing language for all k , or none of 〈2, 〈x, k〉〉 would be placed in the diagonalizing language).
The elements in 	s along with 〈1, 〈i, j〉〉 are used as predeﬁned elements committed to be in the diagonalizing
language.
Again, if inﬁnitely many stages are there, then we can argue as in Case 2 of part (a) that content(	s) ∪
{〈1, 〈i, j〉〉} ∪ {〈2, 〈x, k〉〉 | x ∈ Wj , k ∈ N } (which is inL2) is notNCIt∗-identiﬁed byM . Otherwise, the learner con-
verges at some 	t . Then, one can ﬁnd an element of form 〈0, 〈i,w〉〉 which has not appeared in Cntrexmpls along
with an appropriate set D such that the last conjecture of M on 	t is inﬁnitely different from L = content(	s) ∪
{〈1, 〈i, j〉〉, 〈0, 〈i,w〉〉} ∪ {〈2, 〈x, k〉〉 | x ∈ D, k ∈ N }, which is a member of L3. (Here D would contain (i) all x such
that 〈2, 〈x, k〉〉 in content(	t), for some k , and (ii) possibly one more element x which ensures that the last
conjecture of M is inﬁnitely different from L). We omit the details. 
We are now ready to give the proof of Theorem 15.
Proof. (of Theorem 15) Without loss of generality assume that the pairing function, 〈·, ·〉, is monotonically
increasing in both the arguments.
It sufﬁces to show that L as deﬁned in Lemma 16(b) belongs to BNCIt . To see this, consider the following
strategy for a learner M .
Phase 1: Initially, M keeps outputting a grammar for {〈0, x〉 | x ∈ We}, where e is the minimal value seen so
far such that 〈0, e〉 belongs to the input language. This process continues until M gets as input an element of
form 〈1, 〈i, j〉〉. If and when M receives 〈1, 〈i, j〉〉 in its input, it remembers it, and proceeds to Phase 2.
Phase 2: In this phaseM tries to determine an upper bound on the elements of L ∩ cyl0 (at least the ones which
have already been received by M ). To do this, on input positive data x, M outputs a grammar for {〈x + 3, 0〉},
until it does not receive a negative counterexample. Note that this will eventually happen as the ﬁrst time M
receives a positive data which is larger than all the elements seen in Phase 1, grammar for {〈x + 3, 0〉} would not
receive a negative counterexample, as 〈x + 3, 0〉 would then be larger than all the inputs seen so far (here note
that all languages in L, which contain 〈1, 〈i, j〉〉 are inﬁnite). Let m = 〈x + 3, 0〉 and go to Phase 3.
Phase 3: In this phase M tries to determine all the elements of form 〈0, x〉, such that 〈0, x〉 ≤ m and 〈0, x〉 ∈ L.
To do this, M ﬁrst waits for an input element which is at least as large as m (note that this will eventu-
ally happen, if L ∈ L − L1). Then, M can determine whether 〈0, x〉 ∈ L, for 〈0, x〉 ≤ m, by outputting a gram-
mar for {〈0, x〉}. 〈0, x〉 ∈ L, iff the above conjecture does not receive a negative counterexample. Let S1 denote
L ∩ {〈0, x〉 | 〈0, x〉 ≤ m}.
Additionally M will also remember elements of form 〈0, x〉, which are ≥ m, and are received in Phase 3 (or
later). Let the set of such elements be S2.
Once all the elements of form 〈0, x〉 ≤ m, which belong to L are determined: If S1 ∪ S2 contains an element of
form 〈0, 〈i,w〉〉, then go to Phase 5. Otherwise go to Phase 4.
Phase 4: In Phase 4, M will keep updating S2, in case it receives an element of form 〈0, x〉 ≥ m. Additionally,
it will output a (canonical) grammar for S1 ∪ S2 ∪ {〈1, 〈i, j〉〉} ∪ {〈2, 〈x, k〉〉 | x ∈ Wj , k ∈ N }.
If in Phase 4, M ever receives an element of form 〈0, 〈i,w〉〉 then it will go to Phase 5.
Phase 5: In Phase 5,M will keep updating S2, in case it receives an element of the form 〈0, x〉 ≥ m. Additionally,
it will keep track of the set D consisting of elements x such that 〈2, 〈x, k〉〉 is seen in input in Phase 5.
It will then output a grammar for S1 ∪ S2 ∪ {〈1, 〈i, j〉〉} ∪ {〈2, 〈x, k〉〉 | x ∈ D, k ∈ N }.
This completes the description of M .
If L ∈ L1, thenM will never leave Phase 1, andM will eventually determine the least e such that 〈0, e〉 belongs
to L, and thus correctly output a grammar for L in the limit.
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If L ∈ L2 ∪ L3, then eventually M will receive an element of form 〈1, 〈i, j〉〉, and then M will proceed to Phase
2. In Phase 2, it will eventually get an input x such that its conjecture of {〈x + 3, 0〉} does not get a counterexample,
and thus it will proceed to Phase 3. In Phase 3, it will successfully determine all elements 〈0, x〉 ∈ L, which are
≤ m.
If L ∈ L2, then M will proceed to Phase 4 (as S1 ∪ S2 will not contain any element of the form 〈0, 〈i,w〉〉) and
then eventually output only a correct (canonical) grammar for L, as it will eventually have S1 ∪ S2 = L ∩ cyl0.
If L ∈ L3, then either at the end of Phase 3, or in Phase 4, it will eventually ﬁnd an element in the input set
which is of the form 〈0, 〈i,w〉〉, and thus proceed to Phase 5. In Phase 5, it will eventually have S1 ∪ S2 = L ∩ cyl0,
and D = {x | (∃k)[〈2, 〈x, k〉〉 ∈ L]}, as L either contains 〈2, 〈x, k〉〉, for all k or no such k . Thus, M will then output
a correct (canonical) grammar for L and not change its mind thereafter. 
Our next goal is to ﬁnd out if arbitrary counterexamples, within the framework of ourmodel, can still bemore
helpful to a learner than bounded ones. The next theorem gives a positive answer: it shows that NCIt-learners
can sometimes do more than any BNCBc-learner, even if the latter one is allowed to make a ﬁnite number of
errors in almost all conjectures.
Theorem 17. (NCIt ∩ InfIt)− BNCBc∗ /= ∅.
Proof. Let INIT = {L | (∃i)[L = {x | x ≤ i}]}.
INIT ∪ {N } can be easily seen to be in NCIt ∩ InfIt . INIT ∪ {N } ∈ BNCBc∗ was shown in [16]. 
4. Comparison with other criteria of learning
In this section, we compare our model with other close relevant models of learnability in the limit.
Our ﬁrst aim is to establish a hierarchy of learnability in our model based on the number of errors in the ﬁnal
conjecture. First, we need an auxiliary similar result for regular iterative learners.
Theorem 18. (Based on [11])
(a) TxtItn+1 − InfExn /= ∅.
(b) TxtIt
∗ −⋃n∈N InfExn /= ∅.
Proof. Let Lf = {〈x, f(x)〉 | x ∈ N }.
For a ∈ N ∪ {∗}, let Ca = {f | ϕf(0) ⊆ f ∧ ϕf(0) =a f }.
Let La = {Lf | f ∈ Ca}.
It is easy to verify that La ∈ TxtIta. [11] showed that Ln+1 ∈ InfExn and L∗ ∈⋃n∈N InfExn. Theorem
follows. 
AsLNCIt
a ⊆ LNCExa ⊆ InfExa (the ﬁrst inequality follows by deﬁnition; see [15] for the second inequality),
we have:
Corollary 19. (a) TxtItn+1 − (LNCItn ∪ BNCItn) /= ∅.
(b) TxtIt
∗ −⋃n∈N (LNCItn ∪ BNCItn) /= ∅.
Our next two results show that learners that can store in their long-termmemory potentially all positive data
can sometimes learn more than any BNCIt/NCIt-learner. In other words, not surprisingly, absence of unlimited
long-term memory signiﬁcantly restricts learners using negative data obtained from subset queries.
Theorem 20. TxtEx − BNCIt∗ /= ∅.
Proof. Let 〈x, y , z〉 = 〈x, 〈y , z〉〉. Thus, 〈·, ·, ·〉 denotes a computable bijective mapping from N × N × N to N .
Let Le,e′ = {〈e, e′, x〉 | x ∈ We}. X ye,e′ = Le,e′ ∪ {〈e, e′, x〉 | x ≥ y , x ∈ We′ }.
Let L1 = {Le,e′ ,X ye,e′ | y ∈ N and We ∩ We′ = ∅}.
Let L2 = {L | card(L) < ∞ and (∀e, e′)[L ⊆ {〈e, e′, x〉 | x ∈ N }]}.
Let L = L1 ∪ L2.
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It is easy to verify that L ∈ TxtEx . If the input language is not a subset of {〈e, e′, x〉 | x ∈ N }, for any e, e′,
then one can use the strategy for learning ﬁnite sets. Otherwise, the learner outputs a grammar for Le,e′ until an
element of the form 〈e, e′, x〉 appears in the input, for some x ∈ We′ . In this case, the learner outputs a grammar
for X ye,e′ , for y being the minimum such x.
We now show that L ∈ BNCIt∗. Suppose by way of contradiction that L ∈ BNCIt∗ as witnessed by learner
M . Then, by implicit use of Double Recursion Theorem [29], there exist e and e′ such thatWe,We′ may be deﬁned
as follows. We will have that each x belongs to at most one of We,We′ . In stage s we wish to place s in one of We
or We′ (if stage s completes, then s will be placed in one of We or We′ ). We will also construct (an initial segment
of) a text T . We will have the invariant that T(s) = 〈e, e′, s〉, iff s ∈ We. T(s) = # or undeﬁned otherwise (where
T(s) is deﬁned if stage s completes). It thus follows that T is a text for Le,e′ (assuming T(s) is deﬁned for all s).
For the following, let cseqt be a sequence of length || deﬁned as follows. For i < ||,
cseqt(i) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
min(WM([i],cseqt [i]),t − content()), if WM([i],cseqt [i]),t∩{x | x ≤ max(content([i]))}
⊆ content();
#, otherwise.
Intuitively, cseq gives the sequence of counterexamples using t enumeration steps for the conjectures. Here, if
M([i], cseqt[i]) is not deﬁned for some i, then we assume that cseqt(w) is not deﬁned for w ≥ i. It is easy to
verify that for all 	, either M(	, cseqt	) diverges for all but ﬁnitely many t, or M(	, cseq
t
	) converges for all but
ﬁnitely many t (where we take M(	, cseqt	) to be diverging if cseq
t
	 is not deﬁned for some input < |	|).
Go to stage 0.
Stage s
For t = s to ∞ do
1. If M(T [r], cseqtT [r]), for r ≤ s, or M(T [s]〈e, e′, s〉, cseqtT [s]〈e,e′,s〉) or M(T [s]#, cseqtT [s]#), do not con-
verge within t steps, then go to the next iteration of for loop. Otherwise, proceed to step 2.
2. If M(T [s], cseqtT [s])↓ /= M(T [s]〈e, e′, s〉, cseqtT [s]〈e,e′,s〉)↓, then enumerate s in We, let T(s) = 〈e, e′, s〉,
and go to stage s+ 1.
Else, enumerate s in We′ , let T(s) = #, and go to stage s+ 1.
EndFor
End stage s
If some stage s starts but does not ﬁnish, then M is not deﬁned on some valid positive data/counterexample
sequence. To see this, let 	 be some T [r], r ≤ s, or T [s]#, or T [s]〈e, e′, s〉, such that M(	, cseqt	) diverges for all
but ﬁnitely many t. Let x be large enough such that 〈e + 1, e′, x〉 > max(content(	)). Now we have that M is not
deﬁned on some preﬁx of 	〈e + 1, e′, x〉〈e + 2, e′, x〉#∞, where counterexamples provided are the least (bounded)
ones, if any. However, as content(	) ∪ {〈e + 1, e′, x〉, 〈e + 2, e′, x〉} ∈ L2, we have that M does not BNCIt∗-iden-
tify L. So assume that all stages ﬁnish. Note that T is a text for Le,e′ , and the non-# elements of T form an
increasing sequence of elements of Le,e′ . Let cseqT be deﬁned as follows:
cseqT (i) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
min(WM(T [i],cseqT [i]) − content(T)), if WM(T [i],cseqT [i])∩{x | x ≤ max(content(T [i]))}
⊆ content(T);
#, otherwise.
If M(T , cseqT ) makes inﬁnitely many mind changes, then clearly M does not BNCIt
∗
-identify Le,e′ ∈ L. So
assume that n is such that for all m ≥ n, M(T [m], cseqT [m])↓ = M(T [n], cseqT [n])↓, and cseqT (m) = cseqT (n).
Also note that if WM(T ,cseqT )
⊆ content(T), then cseqT (n) /= #. Let tn be large enough such that for all m ≤ n,
M(T [m], cseqT [m])↓ in tn time steps, and if cseqT (m) /= #, then cseqT (m) ∈ WM(T [m],cseqT [m]),tn . Furthermore,
assume that all members of content(T) which are ≤ max(content(cseqT )) belong to content(T [n]). It follows
that
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(A) for all t ≥ s > tn, cseqtT [s] ⊆ cseqT , and thus M(T [s], cseqtT [s]) = M(T [n], cseqT [n]) = M(T , cseqT ).
It follows that in stages s > tn, If statement in step 2 does not hold (since otherwise, we will have M(T [s],
cseqtT [s]) /= M(T [s+ 1], cseqtT [s+1]), for some t ≥ s, in contradiction to (A)). Thus, T(s) = #, for all s > tn. Thus,
(using (A), and If statement of step 2, Stage s) we have
(B) for all s > tn, M(T [s]〈e, e′, s〉, cseqtT [s]〈e,e′,s〉) = M(T [s], cseqtT [s]) = M(T , cseqT ), for some appropriate
t ≥ s.
Note that for large enough s, ifWM(T [n],cseqT [n]) contains an element not in content(T), then it contains such an
element ≤ 〈e, e′, s〉 which belongs to WM(T [n],cseqT [n]),s. Using (A), (B) and iterative nature of M , it follows that,
for large enough s,M(T [s]〈e, e′, s〉〈e, e′, s+ 1〉〈e, e′, s+ 2〉 . . . , cseqT [s]〈e,e′,s〉〈e,e′,s+1〉〈e,e′,s+2〉...) = M(T , cseqT ) =
M(T [n], cseqT [n]).
Thus, M fails to BNCIt
∗
-identify at least one of Le,e′ and X se,e′ . 
Theorem 21. TxtEx − NCIt∗ /= ∅.
Proof. Consider L as deﬁned in Lemma 16(b). L ∈ TxtEx can be shown as follows. The learner ﬁrst checks if
the input contains an element of form 〈1, 〈i, j〉〉. If not, then the language must be from L1, which can be easily
TxtEx-identiﬁed. On the other hand, suppose input contains an element 〈1, 〈i, j〉〉. Then, by checking whether
the input contains an element of form 〈0, 〈i,w〉〉 or not, one can use the TxtEx-learning algorithm for L3 or L2
respectively, which are individually easily seen to be in TxtEx . 
Our next goal is to demonstrate that, in some cases, even limited amount of negative data obtained by iterative
learners can provide more learning power than possibility to store full positive data in the long-term memory
(even if a learner is allowed to make an unbounded ﬁnite number of errors in its correct conjecture). In other
words, in some cases, access to limited negative data can more than compensate for the lack of long-term mem-
ory.More speciﬁcally, we show thatNCIt-learners (evenBNCIt-learners) can sometimes bemore powerful than
any TxtBc
∗
-learner.
Theorem 22. (BNCIt ∩ NCIt)− TxtBc∗ /= ∅.
Proof. {L | (∃D | card(D) < ∞)[L = {〈i, x〉 | x ∈ D, i, x ∈ N }]}. It is easy to verify that L ∈ BNCIt ∩ NCIt . Gold
[13] showed that {L | card(N − L) < ∞} ∈ TxtBc (even by non-effective learners), which implies that
L ∈ TxtBc∗. 
Our next goal is to explore how iterative learners in our model fair against iterative learners having access
to informant—that is, to full negative data, in addition to full positive data. Does access to full negative data
really help iterative learners? First, we show that there are BNCIt-learnable (NCIt-learnable) classes that can-
not be learned from informants by any iterative learner. Thus, sometimes even just a ﬁnite number of negative
data (received when necessary) can give iterative learners more power than full negative data (most of it being
forgotten by the learner at the time when it may be needed).
Theorem 23. (BNCIt ∩ NCIt)− InfIt /= ∅.
Proof. Let L = {{〈0, x〉 | x ∈ We} | e = min(We), e ∈ N } ∪ {L | (∃x)[〈1, x〉 ∈ L and L− {〈1, x〉} ⊆ {〈0, y〉 | 〈0, y〉 ≤
〈1, x〉}]}.
It is easy to verify that the above class is inBNCIt ∩ NCIt . (Initially just output a grammar for {〈0, x〉 | x ∈ We},
for the minimal e such that 〈0, e〉 is in the input, until it is found that the input language contains 〈1, x〉 for
some x. Then using the conjectures for {〈0, y〉}, for 〈0, y〉 ≤ 〈1, x〉, one can determine the ﬁnitely many elements
of L.)
L ∈ InfIt can be shown as follows. Suppose by way of contradiction that M InfIt-identiﬁes L. Note that
M must be deﬁned on all information segments 	 such that {x | (x, 1) ∈ content(	)} ⊆ {〈0, y〉 | y ∈ N }, as M is
deﬁned on the information segments for languages in L. Now, by implicit use of Kleene’s Recursion Theorem
[29], there exists an e such that We may be described as follows. Initially, e ∈ We. Let 	0 be an information
segment such that content(	0) = {(〈0, x〉, 0) | x < e} ∪ {(〈0, e〉, 1)}. Let z0, z1, . . . be an enumeration of elements of
N − {〈0, x〉 | x ∈ N }. Suppose	s has been deﬁned.Deﬁne	s+1 as follows. If one ofM(	s(zs, 0)(〈0, e + s+ 1〉, 0))
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andM(	s(zs, 0)(〈0, e + s+ 1〉, 1)) is different fromM(	s), then (i) let	s+1 be	s(zs, 0)(〈0, e + s+ 1〉,w), where
w ∈ {0, 1} and M(	s) /= M(	s+1) and (ii) enumerate e + s+ 1 in We iff w chosen above is 1.
Now if 	s is deﬁned, for all s, then M diverges on
⋃
s∈N 	s, an informant for {〈0, x〉 | x ∈ We}. On the other
hand, if 	s+1 does not get deﬁned (but 	s does get deﬁned), then ﬁx k such that 〈1, k〉 > max({〈0, x〉 | x ≤ e +
s+ 1} ∪ {zr | r ≤ s}), and let I be such that content(I) = {(〈0, x〉, 0) | x > e + s+ 1} ∪ {〈zr , 0〉 | r ∈ N , zr /= 〈1, k〉}.
Let Iw = 	s(zs, 0)(〈0, e + s+ 1〉,w)(〈1, k〉, 1)I . Note that I1 is an informant for L1 = {〈0, x〉 | x ∈ We} ∪ {〈1, k〉} ∪
{〈0, e + s+ 1〉} and I0 is an informant for L0 = {〈0, x〉 | x ∈ We} ∪ {〈1, k〉}.
It is easy to verify that M behaves in the same way on both of the above informants, and thus fails to
InfIt-identify at least one of L0 and L1, both of which are in L. 
A similar generalization idea as in Lemma 16(b) can be used to show that
Theorem 24. (BNCIt ∩ NCIt)− InfIt∗ /= ∅.
Our next result, together with Theorem 23 above, shows that NCIt is a proper superset of InfIt . Thus, just
a ﬁnite number of negative counterexamples received when the learner attempts to be “overinclusive” can do
more than all negative counterexamples! Note that this is not true for BNCIt-learners, as InfIt − BNCIt /= ∅
follows from Theorem 17 (as BNCIt ⊆ BNCBc, by deﬁnition). First, we prove a useful technical lemma.
Deﬁnition 25. An initial information segment for L is an initial information segment of the canonical informant
for L.
Lemma 26. Suppose a ∈ N ∪ {∗} and M InfIta-identiﬁes L. Then for any initial information segment 	 for L, if the
following properties (a) to (c) are satisﬁed, then WM(	) =a L.
(a) For all x ∈ L such that (x, 1) ∈ content(	), for some  ⊆ 	,M((x, 1)) = M().
(b) For all but ﬁnitely many x ∈ L, M(	(x, 1)) = M(	).
(c) {x | (x, 0) ∈ content(	) and M(	(x, 0))↓ /= M(	)↓} ⊆ L.
Proof. Let S = {x ∈ L | M(	(x, 1)) = M(	)}. Now L− S is ﬁnite (by clause (b)). Let  be a sequence formed
by inserting each element x ∈ L− S such that (x, 1) ∈ content(	), in 	 at places so that it does not cause a mind
change (i.e., x ∈ L− S such that (x, 1) ∈ content(	) is inserted after 	′ ⊆ 	, such that M(	′(x, 1)) = M(	′)).
Note that for all x ∈ L− S such that (x, 1) ∈ content(	), there exists such a 	′ by clause (a). Now consider the
information sequence I = I ′, where content(I ′) = {(x, 1) | x ∈ S} ∪ {(x, 0) | (x, 0) ∈ content(	) and x ∈ L}. Thus,
I is an information sequence for L. Using deﬁnition of S and (c), it is easy to verify that M(I) = M(	). Thus,
WM(	) = WM(I) =a L, as M InfIt
a
-identiﬁes L. 
Now we show that any InfIt-learner can be simulated by a NCIt-learner.
Theorem 27. InfIt ⊆ NCIt.
Proof. Suppose M InfIt-identiﬁes L. We construct M ′ which NCIt-identiﬁes L. Given a text T for L ∈ L, the
aim is to construct a 	 satisfying (a) to (c) of Lemma 26.
Output of M ′ on T [m] will be of form pad(pm, qm,Rm, 	m).
Intuitively, we want to search for a 	 which satisﬁes Lemma 26. 	m denotes the candidate value for 	 on
input T [m]. For satisfying (a) in Lemma 26, we need that the elements in T [m] satisfy the clause. Intuitively,
Rm denotes the set of the elements in T [m] which may not satisfy clause (a) in Lemma 26 (and thus need to be
taken care of by extending 	m). Note that we need to remember this set, as an iterative learner could lose data.
qm intuitively keeps track of whether we are building up larger and larger 	m or whether we are checking clause
(c) in Lemma 26, or if this checking has already been done.
The following invariants will be satisﬁed for all m.
(A) 	m is an initial information segment for L. Moreover, 	m ⊆ 	m+1.
(B) Rm ⊆ content(T [m]), and for all x ∈ content(T [m])− Rm, either (x, 1) ∈ content(	m) or for some  ⊆ 	m,
M((x, 1)) = M().
(C) If qm = 0, then pm is a grammar for the set {|	m|}. Note that |	m| is the least element x such that neither
(x, 0) nor (x, 1) belongs to content(	m).
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(D) If qm = 1, then pm is a grammar for {x | (x, 0) ∈ content(	m) andM(	m(x, 0))↓ /= M(	m)↓}. In this case,
we will additionally have that Rm = ∅.
(E) If qm = 2, then we have already tested that {x | (x, 0) ∈ content(	m) and M(	m(x, 0))↓ /= M(	m)↓} ⊆ L.
Additionally, Rm = ∅. Also in this case, pm = M(	m).
Initially on input 
, M ′ outputs pad(p , 1,∅,
), where p is a grammar for {x | M((x, 0)) /= M(
)}. Clearly,
invariants (A) to (E) are satisﬁed.
Now M ′ on the input x = T(m), counterexample y (on conjecture of M ′ on T [m]) with previous conjecture
being pad(pm, qm,Rm, 	m), outputs pad(pm+1, qm+1,Rm+1, 	m+1) where the parameters pm+1, qm+1,Rm+1, 	m+1 are
deﬁned as follows.
Below note that, for L ∈ L, and T being a text for L, M would always be deﬁned on input 	m(z, 1), where 	m
is an initial information segment for L, z ∈ content(T). Thus, we will not explicitly check for convergence of M
on such inputs, but assume that it converges.
Case 1: qm = 0.
Let 	m+1 = 	m(|	m|,w), where w is 1 or 0 based on whether the counterexample is # or a numerical value.
Note that pm was a grammar for {|	m|}.
Let Rm+1 = (Rm ∪ {x})− ({#} ∪ {x′ | (x′, 1) ∈ content(	m+1)} ∪ {x′ | M(	m+1(x′, 1)) = M(	m+1)}).
If Rm+1 is ∅, then let qm+1 = 1 and pm+1 be a grammar for {x′ | (x′, 0) ∈ content(	m+1) andM(	m+1(x′, 0))↓ /=
M(	m+1)↓}. Else, let qm+1 = 0 and pm+1 be a grammar for {|	m+1|}.
Invariants (A), (C), (D) and (E) are easily seen to be satisﬁed. To see that invariant (B) is satisﬁed, note that by
induction all z ∈ content(T [m])− Rm satisﬁed [(z, 1) ∈ content(	m) or, for some  ⊆ 	m, M((z, 1)) = M()].
On the other hand, if (z = T(m) = x, z /= #) or if z ∈ Rm, then z is missing from Rm+1 iff (z, 1) ∈ content(	m+1) or
M(	m+1(z, 1)) = M(	m+1). Thus, (B) is satisﬁed.
Case 2: qm = 1.
Let 	m+1 = 	m.
If there was a counterexample (i.e., y /= #), or [x /= # and (x, 1) ∈ content(	m) and M(	m(x, 1)) /= M(	m)],
then let Rm+1 = {x} − {#}, qm+1 = 0, and pm+1 be a grammar for {|	m+1|}.
Else (i.e., y = #, and [x = # or (x, 1) ∈ content(	m) or M(	m(x, 1)) = M(	m)]), then let Rm+1 = ∅, qm+1 = 2,
and pm+1 = M(	m).
Invariants (A), (C), (D), and (E) are easily seen to be satisﬁed. To see that invariant (B) is satisﬁed, note that
by induction all z ∈ content(T [m]), satisﬁed (z, 1) ∈ content(	m) or for some  ⊆ 	m, M((z, 1)) = M(). Also,
T(m) = x is placed in Rm+1 if (x /= # and (x, 1) ∈ content(	m) and M(	m(x, 1)) /= M(	m)). Thus invariant (B) is
also satisﬁed.
Case 3: qm = 2.
Let 	m+1 = 	m.
If x /= # and (x, 1) ∈ content(	m) and M(	m(x, 1)) /= M(	m), then let Rm+1 = {x}, qm+1 = 0 and pm+1 be a
grammar for {|	m+1|}.
Else, let Rm+1 = ∅, qm+1 = 2, and pm+1 = M(	m).
Invariants (A), (C), (D) are easily seen to be satisﬁed. If qm+1 = 2, then (E) also remains satisﬁed since
qm was also 2. To see that invariant (B) is satisﬁed, note that by induction all z ∈ content(T [m]) satisﬁed
(z, 1) ∈ content(	m) or for some  ⊆ 	m, M((z, 1)) = M(). Also, T(m) = x is placed in Rm+1 if (x /= # and
(x, 1) ∈ content(	m) and M(	m(x, 1)) /= M(	m)). Thus invariant (B) is also satisﬁed.
Thus, invariants are satisﬁed in all cases. Moreover, limm→∞ 	m converges, as for a large enough initial
information segment 	m for L, M(	m(x,L(x))) = M(	m), for (x,L(x)) ∈ content(	m).
Also, it is easy to verify that if qm = 0, then 	m ⊂ 	m+1. Thus, for all but ﬁnitelymanym, qm /= 0. Also, if qm = 1
or 2, then either qm+1 = 2 or qm+1 = 0. It follows that limm→∞ qm = 2. Thus, by property (E), limm→∞ Rm = ∅.
Hence,M ′ stabilizes to a conjecture of the form pad(p , 2,∅, 	), for some initial information segment 	 for L—this
	 satisﬁes (a)—(c) in Lemma 26, as otherwise Case 3 (along with properties (B) and (E)) would eventually ensure
change of qm, and the conjecture. Thus, M ′ identiﬁes L, as it converges to a padded version of the grammar
M(	). 
The proof of the above theorem also shows
Theorem 28. For all a ∈ N ∪ {∗}, InfIta ⊆ NCIta.
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We already established that learners from full positive data with indeﬁnitely growing long-term memory
(TxtEx) can sometimes learn more than any NCIt-learner (Theorem 21). Now we will show this difference on
yet another level. It can be easily demonstrated that adding a recursive language to a TxtEx-learnable class
may not preserve its TxtEx-learnability (see, for example, [13]). Our next result shows that adding one recursive
language and, hence, ﬁnitely many recursive languages to a class in NCIt still leaves it in NCIt . (Note that the
same result was obtained in [15] for NCEx-learners, however, the algorithm witnessing the simulation there was
nearly trivial—unlike our simulation in the proof below).
We begin with a useful remark describing away how anNCIt-learner, being fed a text T , can simulate another
NCIt-learner working on an effectively modiﬁed input text T ′. This simulation will be utilized in the proof of
our next theorem.
Remark 29. In the following Theorem 30, when we say that some learner M ′ simulates M on text T ′ —
where T ′ is formed from the remaining input text T ′′ (to be received by M ′) in a nice way (that is T ′ =
(T ′′(0))(T ′′(1))(T ′′(2)) . . . for some effective mapping )—the simulation is done as follows.
Intuitively in the simulation, before seeing the input T ′′(s), the last conjecture of M ′ would have been
pad(ps, ncexs, s), where
(a) (T ′′(0))(T ′′(1)) . . . (T ′′(s− 1)) = ′ss, for some ′s. Intuitively, we have already simulated M on ′s,
and we have a backlog of s.
(b) ncexs denotes a function mapping some conjectures to counterexamples for them (here counterexamples
are with respect to the input language L). M ′ would have obtained these counterexamples by conjecturing some
padded version of these conjectures. It will be the case that all conjectures of M on proper preﬁxes of ′s (as
deﬁned in (a) above) are in the domain of ncexs.
(c) ps is the last conjecture of M on input ′s (as deﬁned in (a) above), when the counterexamples provided in
the simulation are via the function ncexs.
(d) Furthermore, we will have the property that ′s ⊂ ′s+1 (and thus, s+1 is a proper sufﬁx of s(T ′′(s))).
Intuitively, conjecture pad(ps, ncexs, s) denoted that s is the backlog in the simulation, and ncexs is the
mapping of conjectures to counterexamples (as known to M ′).
Initially, these conditions can be satisﬁed by having ncex0 = ∅, p0 being conjecture of M on empty sequence,
and 0 = .
Suppose M ′ had output pad(ps, ncexs, s) after having read T ′′[s]. We now describe what M ′ outputs after
reading T ′′(s) and a counterexample y (to its conjecture pad(ps, ncexs, s)).M ′ will output pad(ps+1, ncexs+1, s+1),
where ps+1, ncexs+1 and s+1 are described as follows.
If ncexs is already deﬁned on ps, then ncexs+1 = ncexs; otherwise ncexs+1 extends ncexs by deﬁning
ncexs+1(ps) = y .
Let  be the largest initial segment of s(T ′′(s)) such that Mncexs+1(ps, ) is deﬁned. Here note that, since
M is deﬁned on all inputs consistent with some language in the class, as long as the input language is from the
class, the only reason for Mncexs+1(ps,  ′) to be undeﬁned is that for some intermediate conjecture p , ncexs+1(p)
is undeﬁned. Let ps+1 = M(ps, ). Let s+1 be such that s(T ′′(s)) = s+1. (Note that  is non-empty, thus
′s+1 = ′s is a proper extension of ′s). Intuitively,  above represents the largest initial segment of s(T ′′(s))
such that M ′ can simulate M on  , as it knows the value of counterexamples for each of the intermediate con-
jectures, if any.  thus represents the whole of s(T ′′(s)), if M ′ knows (via ncex) the counterexamples (if any)
for all the intermediate conjectures (in this case s+1 becomes 
). On the other hand, if M ′ does not know the
counterexample for some intermediate conjecture, then  represents this initial part, where we need to output
the conjecture of M to learn the counterexample value.
This completes the description of simulation.
We now argue that if M NCIt-identiﬁes L, and T ′ is a text for L, and M ′ gets the counterexamples based on
input language being L, then M ′ in the above simulation will converge to a grammar of form pad(p , ·, ·), where
p is a grammar for L.
To see this, suppose T ′ is a text for L, and M NCIt-identiﬁes L. Let ncex′ denote the function such that
ncex′(p) is the counterexample (or #) which M ′ receives in the above simulation when it ﬁrst outputs (if ever)
a conjecture of the form pad(p , ·, ·). Then, it is easy to verify that the simulation of M in the above construc-
tion uses the counterexamples based on ncex′. Furthermore, the output of M ′ after seeing T ′′[s] is of the form
pad(M(′s), ncexs, s), where ncexs is the restriction of ncex′ to the domain being the set of the conjectures of M
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on proper preﬁxes of ′s. Suppose M on T ′ converges to a grammar p (when the counterexamples are provided
according to ncex′). Suppose n is large enough such that, for all n′ ≥ n, M on T ′[n′] outputs p (when the counte-
rexamples are provided according to ncex′). Thus, once ′s extends T ′[n+ 1], we will have that s = 
 (as ncexs+1
will then contain all the counterexamples needed for the simulation of M ). This will happen at or before the
time when s = n, since ′s form a monotonically increasing sequence of initial segments (see property (d) above).
It follows that the sequence of conjectures ofM ′ on T ′′ converges to pad(p , ncex,∅), where ncex is the restriction
of ncex′ to the domain being the set of conjectures made by M on T ′ (when the counterexamples are provided
according to ncex′).
Theorem 30. If L ∈ NCIt and X is recursive, then L ∪ {X } ∈ NCIt.
Proof. Suppose M NCIt-learns L. Then M ′ ﬁrst checks (on input 
) if X is a subset of the input—if not, then
M ′ simulates M on T ′ = aT ′′, where a is the ﬁrst element of the input text T , and T ′′ is the remaining text to be
seen. If X is a subset of the input language, then the behaviour of M ′ depends on the following cases.
Case 1: X is ﬁnite.
M ′ conjectures a (standard) grammar for X until a non-element a of X is seen. If such a non-element
is never seen, then M ′ keeps on outputting the (standard) grammar for X . Otherwise M ′ simulates M on
T ′ = a0a1 . . . akaT ′′, where a0, a1, . . . , ak are elements of X , a is the ﬁrst non-element of X observed in the input
data, and T ′′ is the remaining text beyond a. As T ′ is a text for the input language, we get NCIt-identiﬁcation of
the input language by M ′ based on Remark 29.
Case 2: X is inﬁnite.
As in Case 1, except that in the case of seeing a non-element a of X , M ′ simulates M on the text T ′ =
a(T ′′(0))(T ′′(1)) . . . (here T ′′(x) are elements of the remaining input text, as in Remark 29), where (w) is
an element w followed by elements of X which are ≤ w (note that, since X is inﬁnite, this way the learner M ′
provides growing segments of the language X , after getting every new element T ′′(x) of the input, to the learner
M—thus compensating for possible loss of positive data from the intersection of the input language with X in
earlier stages of learning).
As T ′ is a text for the input language, we get NCIt-identiﬁcation of the input language by M ′ based on
Remark 29. 
Note that the above result cannot be extended to r.e. X . For all r.e., but non-recursive sets A, {A ∪ {x} | x ∈ A}
can be shown to be in NCIt . However [15] showed that, for r.e. but non-recursive A, {A} ∪ {A ∪ {x} | x ∈ A} is not
in LNCEx .
5. Results related to indexed families
In this section, we consider NCIt-learning for indexed classes of recursive languages—one of the popular
learning tasks (as it was mentioned in the Introduction, such popular subjects of learning as patterns and regular
languages are examples of indexed classes). Note that these classes are often not learnable if only (full) positive
and no negative data is available even if a learner can potentially hold all input in the long-termmemory, as was
established yet by Gold ([13]). Note also that there exist indexed families which are not in BNCBc
∗
(see [15]).
Our main result in this section is that all indexed classes are NCIt-learnable.
Note that even though all indexed families can be learnt iteratively from canonical informant, some indexed
families cannot be iteratively learnt from all informants. Thus, the following result does not follow as corollary
to Theorem 27.
Theorem 31. Every indexed family L is in NCIt.
Proof. Suppose L0,L1, . . . is a recursive indexing of L such that one can effectively decide from x and i whether
x ∈ Li . Let P be a recursive function such that WP(j,S ,X) = Lj ∪ X ∪⋃i∈S Li , where j ∈ N , and S ,X are ﬁnite sets.
We deﬁne a learnerM whichNCIt-identiﬁesL. Conjectures ofM will be of the form P(j, S ,X), for some ﬁnite sets
S ,X . On input (T , T ′), whereL = content(T),M is deﬁnedas follows. SupposeM(T [n], T ′[n]) = P(jn, Sn,Xn), then
by induction we will have the following properties: (i) jn ≤ jn+1, Sn ⊆ Sn+1, and Xn ⊆ Xn+1, (ii) Sn ⊆ {i | i ≤ jn},
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(iii) Xn+1 /= Xn iff jn+1 /= jn, (iv) for all i < jn, Li /= L, (v) Xn ∪⋃i∈Sn Li ⊆ L, (vi) content(T [n]) ⊆ Xn ∪⋃i∈Sn Li ,
and (vii) if jn ∈ Sn, then (n = 0 or jn−1 = jn − 1).
Initially let M(
,
) = P(0,∅,∅). M(T [n+ 1], T ′[n+ 1]) = P(jn+1, Sn+1,Xn+1), is deﬁned as follows.
If T ′(n) /= #, then let jn+1 = jn + 1, Sn+1 = Sn, Xn+1 = Xn ∪ {T(n)}. Else if T ′(n) = # and T(n) ∈ Ljn , then
let jn+1 = jn + 1, Sn+1 = Sn ∪ {jn}, Xn+1 = Xn ∪ {T(n)}. Else (i.e., T ′(n) = # and T(n) ∈ Ljn ), then let jn+1 = jn,
Sn+1 = Sn ∪ {jn}, Xn+1 = Xn.
It is easy to verify that induction hypotheses are satisﬁed. Now suppose L ∈ L. Suppose (T , T ′) are the input
text/counterexample text, given to M (for learning L), and jn, Sn,Xn are as deﬁned above. Using (i) and (iv)
we have that limn→∞ jn converges, and thus by (i), (ii) and (iii), we have that limn→∞ Sn and limn→∞ Xn also
converge. Let (j, S ,X) = limn→∞(jn, Sn,Xn). By (vii), we have that j ∈ S . By (v) and (vi) we have that P(j, S ,X) is
a grammar for L. 
Here note that we needed to carry along the set Sn in the above construction, as one may otherwise lose
data which are included in Ljn , when T(n) ∈ Ljn ⊆ L (carrying all inputs T(n) instead would require indeﬁnitely
growing long-term memory).
Note that the hypotheses space used for the proof of Theorem 31 is the standard acceptable numbering.
One could easily modify the proof so that the output of the learner is a decision procedure, rather than a
grammar (membership question for WP(j,S ,X) used in the proof can be effectively decided in j, S ,X ). Thus, the
indexed families are NCIt-learnable by using a class-comprising indexed family (see [33]) as a hypotheses
space.
The complexity of the algorithm witnessing the Theorem above is underscored by the following result,
showing that NCIt-learning of some indexed classes becomes impossible if a learner wants to use grammars
describing just the languages from the target class as its hypotheses space (so-called class-preserving learnability,
see [33]). For class-preserving learnability, instead of using W0,W1, . . . as the hypotheses space for interpreting
the conjectures of the learner (for example, see Deﬁnition 5), one uses a hypotheses space H0,H1, . . . such that
(a) {Hi | i ∈ N } = L, and (b) for all i, x, one can effectively decide in i and x whether x ∈ Hi . Thus, one could
consider H0,H1, . . . to be represented by a numbering ϕi(·, ·), such that ϕi ∈ R20,1 and ϕi(j, x) = 1 iff x ∈ Hj .
Let M0,M1, . . . denote a recursive enumeration of all iterative learners.
Theorem 32.There exists an indexed familyL such thatL is notNCIt-learnable using a class preserving hypotheses
space.
Proof. Let 〈x, y , z〉 = 〈x, 〈y , z〉〉. Thus, 〈·, ·, ·〉 denotes a computable bijective mapping from N × N × N to N .
To prove the theorem, we will construct L and show that for all e, i,
(a) ϕi ∈ R20,1 or
(b) {{x | ϕi(j, x) = 1} | j ∈ N } /= L or
(c) Me does not NCIt-identify L using the hypotheses space (x.ϕi(j, x))j∈N .
By s-m-n theorem [29], there exists a recursive p such that ϕp(e,i,s) may be deﬁned as follows. We will have
the property that if ϕp(e,i,s) is non-empty, then it will be total. We will take L to be {ϕ−1p(e,i,s)(1) | ϕp(e,i,s) /= ∅}. It
follows that L is an indexed family of recursive languages. The aim of functions ϕp(e,i,·) is to diagonalize against
Me being NCIt-learner for L using the hypotheses space (x.ϕi(j, x))j∈N .
Below is the description of ϕp(e,i,·). Initially, let ϕp(e,i,0)(x) = 0, for x ∈ {〈e, i, y〉 | y ∈ N }. Let 	0, 	′0 = 
, and
xs = 0.
The following invariants will be satisﬁed, for all s, at the beginning of stage s.
(A) ϕ−1p(e,i,j)(1) ⊆ {〈e, i, x〉 | x ∈ N }.
(B) ϕp(e,i,0)(x) has been deﬁned (at the start of stage s) for x ∈ {〈e′, i′, y〉 | (e′, i′) /= (e, i)} ∪ {〈e, i, y〉 | y < xs}.
(C) ϕp(e,i,j), 0 < j ≤ s, have been deﬁned on all inputs, and for each of these j, for some x, ϕp(e,i,j)(x) = 1,
ϕp(e,i,0) = 0.
(D) ϕp(e,i,j), has not been deﬁned on any input for j > s.
(E) content(	s) = {〈e, i, x〉 | ϕp(e,i,0)(〈e, i, x〉) = 1, x < xs}.
(F) For r < |	s|, if 	′s(r) /= #, then there exists an x such that ϕi(Me(	s[r], 	′s[r]), x)↓ = 1, and ϕp(e,i,0)(x) = 0.
(G) For r < |	s|, if 	′s(r) = #, then (i) for e′, i′, j′ such that (e′, i′) /= (e, i), ϕi(Me(	s[r], 	′s[r]), 〈e, i, 0〉)↓ /=
ϕp(e′,i′,j′)(〈e, i, 0〉), and (ii) for all j, 0 < j ≤ s, there exists an x ≤ 〈e, i, xs − 1〉 such that ϕi(Me(	s[r],
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	′s[r]), x)↓ /= ϕp(e,i,j)(x) (Thus, the only possible language in L, as of now, that could be consistent with
ϕi(Me(	s[r], 	′s[r]), ·), is ϕ−1p(e,i,0)(1).)
Intuition behind the stage s is as follows: Initially we place an element a (〈e, i, xs〉 in our construction below)
in a basic set A (ϕ−1p(e,i,0)(1) in our construction below) and b (〈e, i, ys〉 in our construction below) outside A, and
search for a segment 	 containing (past data plus) a such that Me on 	 and 	# outputs the same conjecture,
which is consistent with A (in particular it has a but not b) (see steps 1–2). Furthermore, all conjectures output
on preﬁxes of 	, which contain a either do not contain b or contain another element< b, which does not belong
to A. At that point we add a set B (ϕ−1p(e,i,s+1)(1) in our construction below) to L, where B contains both a and
b (along with past data), and search for an extension  of 	 containing both a and b such that Me on  and
# outputs the same conjecture containing both a and b (see steps 3–4). Once  is found, we place an element
c (〈e, i,w + 1〉 in our construction below) in A, and check if on 	c, Me makes a mind change (see step 5). If so,
then we can continue to the next stage (as we have been able to force one more mind change on the basic set A).
If no mind change was found, then, we check if any conjecture of Me on  contains both b and c (see step 6), if
so, then Me has produced a conjecture not in the class. Otherwise, we add a set C containing a, b, c (along with
past data), to the class L: now C is not identiﬁed by Me due to it being an iterative learner (as we could take a
text for C , which is a modiﬁcation of  with c inserted right after 	). We now proceed with the details.
Go to stage 0.
Stage s
1. Let ϕp(e,i,0)(〈e, i, xs〉) = 1.
2. For z = xs + 1 to ∞ do
2.1. Let ϕp(e,i,0)(〈e, i, z〉) = 0.
(* Below we try to search for a “seeming” stabilizing sequence (	, 	′), on ϕ−1p(e,i,0)(1) which has some
additional properties (see (d) and (g) below). *)
2.2. For each ys satisfying (a), search for z steps for a 	 extending 	s and a 	′ extending 	′s such that (b)—(g)
are satisﬁed.
(a) xs < ys ≤ z,
(b) |	| = |	′|,
(c) content(	) = content(	s) ∪ {〈e, i, xs〉},
(d) Me(	[r], 	′[r])↓ and ϕi(Me(	[r], 	′[r]), x)↓, for all x ≤ 〈e, i, ys〉, for all r ≤ |	|,
(e) Me(	#, 	′#)↓ = Me(	, 	′),
(f) for all x ≤ 〈e, i, ys〉, ϕi(Me(	, 	′), x)↓ = ϕp(e,i,0)(x),
(g) for all r < |	|, either:
(i) 	′(r) = # and for all x ≤ 〈e, i, ys〉, ϕi(Me(	[r], 	′[r]), x)↓ = ϕp((e,i,0)(x) or
(ii) # /= 	′(r) ≤ 〈e, i, ys − 1〉, and ϕi(Me(	[r], 	′[r]), 	′(r)) = 1 and ϕp(e,i,0)(	′(r)) = 0.
2.3. If such 	, 	′ (with corresponding ys) are found, go to step 3.
EndFor
3. Let ϕp(e,i,s+1)(〈e, i, x〉) = ϕp(e,i,0)(〈e, i, x〉), for x ≤ z, x /= ys.
Let ϕp(e,i,s+1)(x) = 0, for x ∈ {〈e, i, y〉 | y ∈ N }.
Let ϕp(e,i,s+1)(〈e, i, ys〉) = 1.
4. For w = z + 1 to ∞ do
4.1. Let ϕp(e,i,0)(〈e, i,w〉) = ϕp(e,i,s+1)(〈e, i,w〉) = 0.
(* Below we try to search for a “seeming” stabilizing sequence (	, 	′), on ϕ−1p(e,i,s+1)(1) which has some
additional properties (see (d) and (g) below). *)
4.2. For each ts satisfying (a), search for w steps for a  extending 	 and ′ extending 	′ such that (b)—(g)
are satisﬁed.
(a) z < ts ≤ w,
(b) || = |′|,
(c) content() = content(	) ∪ {〈e, i, ys〉}.
(d) Me([r], ′[r])↓ and ϕi(Me([r], ′[r]), x)↓, for all x ≤ 〈e, i, ts〉, for all r ≤ ||,
(e) Me(#, ′#)↓ = Me(, ′),
(f) for all x ≤ 〈e, i, ts〉, ϕi(Me(, ′), x)↓ = ϕp(e,i,s+1)(x),
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(g) for all r < ||, either:
(i) ′(r)=#and forall x≤〈e, i, ts〉 such that x /=〈e, i, ys〉,ϕi(Me(	[r], 	′[r]), x)=ϕp(e,i,0)(x)
or
(ii) # /= ′(r) ≤ 〈e, i, ts〉, ϕi(Me([r], ′[r]), ′(r)) = 1 and ϕp(e,i,s+1)(′(r)) = 0.
4.3. If such , ′ (with corresponding ts) are found, go to step 5.
EndFor
5. Deﬁne ϕp(e,i,0)(〈e, i,w + 1〉) = 1.
Deﬁne ϕp(e,i,s+1)(〈e, i, x〉) = 0, for all x > w.
For w′ = w + 2 to ∞ do
Let ϕp(e,i,0)(〈e, i,w′〉) = 0.
If Me(	〈e, i,w + 1〉, 	′#) does not converge within w′ steps, then go to next iteration of For loop.
Else ifMe(	〈e, i,w + 1〉, 	′#)↓ /= Me(	, 	′), thengo to stage s+ 1,with xs+1 = w′ + 1,	s+1 = 	〈e, i,w +
1〉, 	′s+1 = 	′#.
(* We have found a mind change. *)
Else go to step 6.
EndFor
6. Deﬁne ϕp(e,i,0)(〈e, i, x〉) = 0, for x > w′.
If, for all r ∈ {||} ∪ {r′ | ′(r′) = #}, [ϕi(M([r], ′[r]), 〈e, i,w + 1〉) = 1 implies ϕi(M([r], ′[r]), 〈e, i, ys〉) =
0],
Then let ϕp(e,i,s+2)(ys) = 1, and ϕp(e,i,s+2)(x) = ϕp(e,i,0)(x), for x /= ys.
Quit (we have done the diagonalization, and no need to go to stage s+ 1).
End stage s.
It is easy to verify that the invariants (A), (B), (C), (D), (E) are satisﬁed. Invariant (F) is satisﬁed as 	′s+1 is then
deﬁned via step 5, and in step 2.2, this property is explicitly ensured when deﬁning 	′. Invariant (G) holds, using
the fact that whenever 	′(r) = # or r = |	|, in step 2.2, we have veriﬁed that ϕi(Me(	[r], 	′[r]), x) = ϕp(e,i,0)(x),
for x ≤ 〈e, i, ys〉, and ϕp(e,i,j), 0 < j ≤ s, are inconsistent with ϕp(e,i,0)[〈e, i, ys〉 + 1] by induction (see invariant (C)),
and ϕp(e,i,s+1)(〈e, i, ys〉) /= ϕp(e,i,0)(〈e, i, ys〉), by deﬁnition in step 3.
Thus, all invariants hold. Also, it is easy to verify that all ϕp(e,i,j) are either total, or empty. (ϕp(e,i,0) is
made total by having inﬁnitely many stages, or at step 2, 4, 5 or 6, if stage s does not end or ﬁnishes
with a Quit. ϕp(e,i,s+1) is made total in stage s itself (if stage s is executed, either at step 4 or at step 5).
The only remaining case is, ϕp(e,i,s+2) being started in step 6 of stage s, but then it is clearly made total
in step 6.
Suppose ϕi ∈ R20,1, and {{x | ϕi(j, x) = 1} | j ∈ N } = L. We now consider the following cases.
Case 1: There are inﬁnitely many stages.
Consider T =⋃s∈N 	s and T ′ =⋃s∈N 	′s. Thus, T is a text for ϕ−1p(e,i,0)(1), and T ′ is valid sequence of coun-
terexamples for Me when provided with T as input text (by invariant (F) and (G), since ϕ−1p(e,i,0)(1) is the only
language inLwhich could be consistentwith the hypothesisM(T [r], T ′[r]) (in numbering (ϕi(j, ·))j∈N ), whenever
T ′(r) = #). However, Me(T , T ′) makes inﬁnitely many mind changes (see step 5, which is the only step which
changes stage).
Case 2: Stage s starts but does not end.
In case step 2 does not succeed, consider L = ϕ−1p(e,i,0)(1). But then, we have that there is no NCIt-locking
sequence (extending (	s, 	′s)) forMe on L, (here note that 	′s is a valid sequence of counterexamples using invari-
ants (F) and (G), and the fact that noϕp(e,i,j), with j > s, is deﬁned on any input). Thus,Me does notNCIt-identify
L.
Similarly, in case step 4 is started but does not ﬁnish then Me does not have an NCIt-locking sequence for
L = ϕ−1p(e,i,s+1)(1).
If step 5 does not ﬁnish, then Me is not deﬁned on (	〈e, i,w + 1〉, 	′#), a valid input for ϕ−1p(e,i,0)(1) (as
there are inﬁnitely many iterations of For loop at step 5, and answers given by 	′ are correct due to check at
2.2 (f), 2.2 (g)—due to which only ϕ−1p(e,i,0)(1) in L is consistent with ϕi(Me(	[r], 	′[r]), ·), for r ∈ {|	|} ∪ {r′ |
	′(r′) = #}).
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Now suppose the construction reaches step 6. Let  ,  ′ be such that 	 =  and 	′ ′ = ′. Now, we have
that Me(	〈e, i,w + 1〉, 	′#) = Me(	, 	′), and Me(#, ′#) = Me(, ′). Thus, since Me is an iterative learner,
we have Me(	〈e, i,w + 1〉 , 	′# ′) = Me(, ′). If the If statement in step 6 does not hold, then for the
offending r, we have that {x | ϕi(M([r], [r]), x) = 1} is not in L, since no language in L contains both 〈e, i, ys〉
and 〈e, i,w + 1〉 (note that in this case ϕp(e,i,s+2) does not get deﬁned). On the other hand, if the If statement holds,
then consider L = ϕ−1p(e,i,s+2)(1). Let T = 	〈e, i,w + 1〉#∞ and T ′ = 	′# ′#∞. As shown above,Me(T , T ′) =
Me(, ′), and the answers as given by T ′ are correct, as whenever T ′(r) /= #, by step 4.2 (g) (ii), we have veriﬁed
that there is indeed a counterexample. When, T ′(r) = #, by step 4 g (i), only hypotheses in L which could be
consistent with M(T [r], T ′[r]), are ϕ−1p(e,i,j)(x), j ∈ {0, s+ 1, s+ 2}, all of which are subsets of L. However, since If
statement holds, we have thatMe(T , T ′) converges to a conjecture which is not for L (as L contains both 〈e, i, ys〉
and 〈e, i,w + 1〉).
From above cases we have that (a) or (b) or (c) holds for (e, i). Theorem follows. 
Note that if we only consider indexed families consisting of inﬁnite languages, then class preserving learning
canbedone.This canbe shownalong the linesofTheorem31,where insteadofoutputting conjecturesP(j, S ,X)we
output conjectures of form pad(j, S ,X) (with initial conjecture being pad(0,∅,∅)). Update of conjectures on input
T(n), T ′(n) is done as follows: If T ′(n) /= #, then jn+1 = jn + 1, Sn+1 = Sn, Xn+1 = Xn ∪ {T(n)}. Else if T ′(n) = #
and (T(n) ∈ Ljn or Xn ⊆ Ljn or Li ∩ {w | w ≤ T(n)} ⊆ Lj , for some i ∈ Sn), then let jn+1 = jn + 1, Sn+1 = Sn ∪ {jn},
Xn+1 = Xn ∪ {T(n)}. Else (i.e., T ′(n) = # and T(n) ∈ Ljn and Xn ⊆ Ljn and Li ∩ {w | w ≤ T(n)} ⊆ Lj , for all i ∈ Sn),
then let jn+1 = jn, Sn+1 = Sn ∪ {jn}, Xn+1 = Xn. One can then verify that jn would converge to the minimal
L-grammar for L. We omit the details.
If we drop requirement of NCIt-learner being algorithmic, then the whole class of recursively enumerable
languages can be learned—since then this class can be viewed as an indexed family.
Theorem 33. There exists a non-recursive learner which NCIt-identiﬁes E .
Proof. For non-recursive learners, E can be considered as indexed family. Thus, using the analogue of Theorem
31 for non-recursive learners, we have the theorem. 
The following shows that class preserving learning of indexed families is restrictive for BNCIt-learning too.
This result was pointed out to us by an anonymous referee.
Theorem 34. There exists an indexed family L ∈ BNCIt, such that L is not BNCIt learnable using any class
preserving hypothesis space.
Proof. Let Li = {x | x ≤ 3i} ∪ {3i + 3}. Let L′i = Li ∪ {3i + 1}.
Let L = {N } ∪ {Li | i ∈ N } ∪ {L′i | i ∈ K}.
Clearly L is an indexed family. It is easy to verify that L ∈ BNCIt, as the learner could initially conjecture a
grammar forN ; if the learner ever receives a counterexample (say 3i + 1 or 3i + 2), then it conjectures a grammar
for L′i; if this receives a counterexample, then the learner conjectures a grammar for Li . It is easy to verify that
such a learner would BNCIt-identify L.
However, L is not BNCIt-identiﬁable using class preserving hypothesis space. To see this, suppose, by way of
contradiction, thatM BNCIt-identiﬁesLusing a class preserving hypothesis spaceH0,H1, . . .. Now suppose	 is a
locking sequence forM onN (where the counterexamples are always #). Let i be such that 3i ≥ max(content(	)).
Let j be the conjecture of M on input 	 (where the counterexamples are always #). Without loss of general-
ity assume that content(	) = {x | x ≤ 3i}. Note that M conjectures j on input 	(3i + 1)(3i + 3) as well as
	(3i + 3), where the counterexamples are still #.
Now consider the following process for deciding whether i ∈ K . In parallel do the following two steps:
(a) If there exists an Hk such that Hk contains 3i + 1 but not 3i + 2, then i ∈ K .
(b) If there exists a t such that M on input 	(3i + 3)#t , 	(3i + 3)#t+1 and 	(3i + 3)#t+2 outputs the
same conjecture, then i ∈ K (here the counterexamples given on input at and beyond 	(3i + 3) are (i) 3i + 2,
if the conjecture of M contains 3i + 2 (ii) #, if the conjecture of M does not contain 3i + 1 or 3i + 2—if the
conjecture of M does not contain 3i + 2 but contains 3i + 1, then the simulation does not proceed, and i ∈ K
by (a)).
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Clearly, if the above process halts via (a) above then i ∈ K . On the other hand, if it halts via (b), then i ∈ K ,
since otherwise M cannot distinguish between input text being 	(3i + 3)#∞ or 	(3i + 1)(3i + 3)#∞. Also,
the above process does halt, as otherwise M would not be able to identify Li , which is a member of the class L.
The above gives a contradiction to K not being recursive. 
As it was shown in Theorem 24, in the general case, NCIt-learners can sometimes do more than InfIt
∗
-learn-
ers. However, as the next theorem shows, their capabilities on indexed classes are the same. Still, InfItn-learners
cannot learn some indexed classes. The complexity of learning iteratively from informant comes from the fact
that one needs to learn from an arbitrary informant, rather than just the canonical informant. Here, note that
one can iteratively learn the class of indexed families, if one gets canonical informant [31]. This can also be shown
using the identiﬁcation by enumeration strategy of Gold [13]. Furthermore, Lange and Zeugmann [20] showed
that iterative learning from informant is strictly contained in conservative learning from informant, when one
is using a class comprising indexed family as a hypotheses space.
Theorem 35. (a) If L is an indexed family, then L ∈ InfIt∗.
(b) For all n ∈ N ,L = {N } ∪ {D | card(D) < ∞} ∈ InfItn.
Proof. (a) Suppose L = {L0,L1, . . .}, where one can effectively decide, given x, i, whether x ∈ Li . Then one can
show that L ∈ InfIt∗ (using the hypotheses space L0,L1, . . . itself), via learner M deﬁned as follows. M(
) = 0.
If M(I [n]) = j and I(n) = (x,w), then M(I [n+ 1]) = j, if Lj(x) = w; M(I [n+ 1]) = j + 1, otherwise. It is easy
to verify that M is iterative. Clearly, M converges on any informant I for L ∈ L (as it would converge once it
outputs the least index in L for L, if not earlier). If M(I) = j, then for all but ﬁnitely many n, {I(t) | t ≥ n} is
consistent with Lj . It follows that, Lj is a ﬁnite variant of L.
(b) Suppose by way of contradiction that M InfItn-identiﬁes L. Let 	 be an InfItn-locking information seg-
ment forM onN . LetD = {x | (x, 1) ∈ content(	)}. Let  be such that 	 is a InfItn-locking information segment
for M on D. Let S be a subset of N such that card(S) = 2n+ 1 and, for all x ∈ S , (x, 1) and (x, 0) do not belong
to content(	). Let I be such that content(I) = {(x, 0) | x ∈ D ∪ S}. Let 1, 2 be an information segment such
that content(1) = {(x, 1) | x ∈ S}, and content(2) = {(x, 0) | x ∈ S}. Now, M converges to the same grammar
on I1 = 	1I and I2 = 	2I (since M is an iterative learner, and M(	1) = M(	) and M(	) = M(	2), by
InfItn-locking information segment property for 	 and 	). Now, I1 and I2 are information sequences for D ∪ S
and D, respectively, which differ on 2n+ 1 elements. Thus, M fails to InfItn-identify at least one of them. 
6. Non-U-shaped learning
A learner is said to be non-U-shaped if it does not abandon a correct hypothesis ([5]). That is, its sequence of
conjectures does not show a pattern of . . ., correct conjecture, wrong conjecture, . . ., correct conjecture. A similar
phenomenon was discussed and explored for learning functions in the limit under the name “semantically ﬁnite
learning” (see, for example, [32]). [8] considered U-shaped learning in various memory limited models. It was
shown in [8] that, for class preserving iterative learning of indexed families from texts, non-U-shaped learning is
restrictive. [10] showed that, in general, non-U-shaped learning is not restrictive for iterative learning from just
positive data.
In this section, we will show that requirement of being non-U-shaped does not hurt NCIt-learning.
Themain idea of the proof is that one searches for a type of locking sequence (called pseudo-locking sequence)
which is a preﬁx of canonical text for a language in the class. The canonical texts should satisfy the properties
that (i) NCIt-learner should be able to obtain initial segments of canonical text using arbitrary text for a lan-
guage L, (ii) NCIt-learner should be able to check for these initial segments, whether they are pseudo-locking
sequences. (ii) above is not easy to do, however, one can do this for certain “good” pseudo-locking sequences,
which sufﬁces for our purposes. The canonical texts can be obtained by considering the elements of L being
provided in increasing order. To handle checking pseudo-locking property for ﬁnite sets, we need to insert #
at inﬁnitely many positions in the canonical text (irrespective of whether L is ﬁnite or not, as the checking
mechanism developed below does not know in advance whether L is ﬁnite or not). This leads to the following
deﬁnition of canonical texts (can-text for short).
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We say that T is can-text for L iff for all x ∈ N , T(x) = x/2, if x is even and x/2 ∈ L, and T(x) = # otherwise.
Let Canseq = {	 | |	| is even and (∀x < |	|)[	(x) /= # ⇒ x is even and 	(x) = x/2]}. Intuitively, Canseq de-
notes even length initial sequences of can-texts.
We now deﬁne pseudo-locking sequence. (This deﬁnition is speciﬁc to NCIt (LNCIt)-identiﬁcation).
Deﬁnition 36.Asequence (	, 	′), where |	| = |	′| is said to be pseudo-locking sequence forM onL iff the following
four properties are satisﬁed:
(i) content(	) ⊆ L;
(ii) for w < |	|, 	′(w) = #, if WM(	[w],	′[w]) ⊆ L; 	′(w) = min(WM(	[w],	′[w]) − L), otherwise;
(iii) for all w ∈ (L ∪ {#})− content(	), M(	w, 	′#) = M(	, 	′);
(iv) WM(	,	′) = L.
Below, we ﬁx an NCIt-learner M , so as to avoid giving the parameter M in various functions such as cseq
etc. Assume M(
,
) can be computed in 0 time steps (this is just for ease of notation).
For a can-text T such that M NCIt-identiﬁes content(T), let
cseqT (r) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
#, if WM(T [r],cseqT [r]) ⊆
content(T);
min(WM(T [r],cseqT [r]) − content(T)), otherwise.
For 	 ∈ Canseq, denote by cseq	 the following sequence of counterexamples: For r < |	|, let
cseq	(r) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
↑, if cseq	(r′) is not deﬁned for
some r′ < r, or M(	[r], cseq	[r])
is not deﬁned within |	| steps;
#, if cseq	(r
′) is deﬁned for all
r′ < r and M(	[r], cseq	[r]) is
deﬁned within |	| steps, and
(WM(	[r],cseq	 [r]),|	|∩{x | x < |	|/2}) ⊆ content(	);
min((WM(	[r],cseq	 [r]),|	|∩{x | x < |	|/2})− content(	)), otherwise.
Intuitively, cseq	 gives the sequence of negative counterexamples, for a learner M when receiving positive
examples from 	, if there exist such counterexamples < |	|/2 that can be witnessed using |	| simulation steps.
Note that cseqT is just the extension of the above deﬁnition for an inﬁnite sequence T such that M is deﬁned
on (T [n], cseqT [n]), for all n (which is the case if M NCIt-identiﬁes content(T)).
Also note that, for a can-text T for L which is NCIt-identiﬁed by M , cseqT [n] can be considered as approxi-
mation to cseqT (it approximates it from above, where we do lexicographic comparison and # is considered as
being bigger than any natural number).
Let m	 be the largest value of r such that cseq	(r) is deﬁned (and thus M(	[r′], cseq	[r′]) is known to be
deﬁned for r′ ≤ m	).
Let prog be a recursive function such that Wprog(M ,	), for 	 ∈ Canseq is deﬁned as follows. Intuitively,
prog(M , 	) checks certain properties of (	[m	], cseq	[m	]) being a pseudo-locking sequence for M on some
language X . If so, then it enumerates X ; otherwise it enumerates N .
Let X =⋃r≤m	 ,cseq	(r)=#WM(	[r],cseq	 [r]).
W
prog(M ,	) = X , if the following conditions (A) to (C) are satisﬁed; Otherwise, Wprog(M ,	) = N .
(A) for all r ≤ m	 ,min((WM(	[r],cseq	 [r]),|	| ∩ {x | x < |	|/2})− content(	)) = min((WM(	[r],cseq	 [r]) ∩ {x | x <|	|/2})− content(	))
(that is, the least counterexamples provided by cseq	 seem to be correct, unless the minimal counterexamples
are ≥ |	|/2);
(B) cseq	(m	) = #
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(that is, WM(	[m	 ],cseq	 [m	 ]) seems to be a subset of the input language (potentially correct));
(C) for all w ∈ (X ∪ {content(	)} ∪ {#})− content(	[m	]), M(	[m	]w, cseq	[m	]#) = M(	[m	], cseq	[m	])
or M(	[m	]w, cseq	[m	]#)↑
(that is, (	[m	], cseq	[m	]) seems like a pseudo-stabilizing sequence for M on X ∪ {content(	)}.)
Proposition 37. Suppose 	 is an initial segment of even length of the can-text for L, and M LNCIt-identiﬁes L, and
L /= N. If Wprog(M ,	) ⊆ L, then (A), (B) and (C) as well as (D)–(F) hold.
(D) cseq	 ⊆ cseqT , where T is can-text for L.
(E) for m	 ≤ r ≤ |	|,M(	[r], cseq	[m	]#r−m	 )↓ = M(	[m	], cseq	[m	]),
(F) ifW
prog(M ,	) = L, then (	[m	], cseq	[m	]) is a pseudo-locking sequence forM onL.Thus (	, cseq	[m	]#|	|−m	 )
is also a pseudo-locking sequence for M on L.
Proof. If cseq	(r) = #, thenbydeﬁnitionofprog and thehypothesis of theproposition,wehaveWM(	[r],cseq	 [r]) ⊆
Wprog(M ,	) ⊆ L. If cseq	(r) /= #, then by deﬁnition of cseq	 and (A), we have that cseq	(r) =
min((WM(	[r],cseq	 [r]),|	| ∩ {x | x < |	|/2})− content(	)) = min((WM(	[r],cseq	 [r])∩{x | x< |	|/2})− content(	)).
Now as L ∩ {x | x < |	|/2} = content(	), (by deﬁnition of can-text), (D) follows.
(E) follows using (C), as WM(	[m	 ],cseq	 [m	 ]) ⊆ L (see (B), (D)).
(F) follows using (C), and the fact that M NCIt-identiﬁes L. 
Proposition 38. Let T be the can-text for L such that M LNCIt-identiﬁes L. Then, for all but ﬁnitely many s,
prog(M , T [2s]) is a grammar for L, and cseqT [2s] is an initial sequence of cseqT .
Proof. Let n be large enough such that
(i) (∀n′ ≥ n)[M(T [n′], cseqT [n′]) = M(T [n], cseqT [n])],
(ii) (∀n′ ≤ n), if cseqT (n′) /= #, then cseqT (n′) ∈ WM(T [n′],cseqT [n′]),n.
Let s > n be large enough such that for all n′ ≤ n, M(T [n′], cseqT [n′]) can be computed within s steps.
Then, it is easy to verify that for all even s′ > s, cseqT [s′], is an extension of cseqT [n+ 1], and cseqT [s′] ⊆ cseqT ,
and thus, L = WM(T [n],cseqT [n]) ⊆ Wprog(M ,T [s′]) ⊆ L (last inequality holds as, for all r such that cseqT (r) = #, we
have WM(T [r],cseqT [r]) ⊆ L). Proposition follows. 
In the following theorem our aim is to ﬁnd a preﬁx T ′′[n] of can-text T ′′ for L such that (i)
prog(M , T ′′[n]) does not produce a counterexample, and (ii) for all x ∈ L− content(T ′′[n]), for some n′ ≤ n,
M(T ′′[n′]x, cseqT ′′ [n′ + 1]) = M(T ′′[n′], cseqT ′′ [n′]), and (iii) for all butﬁnitelymany x ∈ L,M(T ′′[n]x, cseqT ′′ [n+
1]) = M(T ′′[n], cseqT ′′ [n]). The conditions (ii) and (iii) along with NCIt-identiﬁcation of L by M would ensure
that M(T ′′[n], cseqT ′′ [n]) is a grammar for L. Thus, using (i) and the deﬁnition of prog(M , T ′′[n]) will ensure
that prog(M , T ′′[n]) is a grammar for L.
Theorem 39. Suppose L ∈ LNCIt. Then there exists a non-U-shaped NCIt-learner for L.
Proof. Suppose M LNCIt-identiﬁes L. Without loss of generality assume that L does not contain N and
every language in L consists of at least one element (otherwise, we could just modify the following learner
M ′ to ﬁrst output a grammar for N , and in case of a counterexample, output the input set until at least
two elements are discovered in the input, in which case the following technique can be applied to learn
the input).
The output of M ′ will be of the form:
pad(p , S , 	,mode),
where S denotes the backlog, 	 denotes an even length initial segment of can-text for the input language, and
mode denotes the mode of output/operation.
mode=0, means that we are testing whether a particular element |	|/2 belongs to the input language or not.
Thus, Wp = {|	|/2}.
mode=1 means regular output, which would mean that p = prog(M , 	).
Suppose T is a text for L ∈ L. Suppose M ′(T [n]) is pad(pn, Sn, 	n,moden). We will have the invariants that
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(G) 	n is an even length initial segment of can-text of L. Furthermore, 	n ⊆ 	n+1, and if moden = 0, then
	n ⊂ 	n+1.
(H) For all x ∈ content(T [n])− Sn, either x ∈ content(	n), or for some r ≤ |	n|, M(	n[r]x, cseqT ′′ [r + 1]) =
M(	n[r], cseqT ′′ [r]), where T ′′ is can-text for L.
Let M ′(T [0]) = pad(p0,∅,
, 0), where Wp0 = {0}.
We show how to compute M ′(T [n+ 1]), based on pn, Sn, 	n,moden, the input element T(n), and the counter-
example cn.
Case 1: moden = 0
If cn = #, then let 	n+1 = 	n(|	n|/2)#. Else, let 	n+1 = 	n##.
Let Sn+1 = Sn ∪ {T(n)} − {#}
Let moden+1 = 1.
Let pn+1 = prog(M , 	n+1).
Case 2: moden = 1, cn /= #.
Let 	n+1 = 	n.
Let Sn+1 = Sn ∪ {T(n)} − {#}
Let moden+1 = 0.
Let pn+1 be such that Wpn+1 = {|	n+1|/2}.
Case 3: moden = 1, cn = #.
Note that by Proposition 37 (D), in this case we have that cseq	n ⊆ cseqT ′′ , where T ′′ is can-text for L.
Let 	n+1 = 	n.
Let Sn+1=(Sn∪{T(n)})−(content(	n)∪{#}∪{w | M(	n[m	n ]w, cseq	n [m	n ]#)=M(	n[m	n ], cseq	n [m	n ])}).
If Sn+1 /= ∅, then let moden+1 = 0, and pn+1 be such that Wpn+1 = {|	n+1|/2}.
Else (i.e., ifSn+1=∅), letmoden+1= 1, andpn+1=pn (which is=M(	n[m	n ], cseq	n [m	n ])=M(	n, cseqT ′′ [|	n|])
where T ′′ is the can-text for the input language, by properties (D) and (E) in Proposition 37.)
It is easy to verify that invariants are satisﬁed.
Now, if moden = 0, for inﬁnitely many n, then for large enough n, using invariant (G), we have that (i) 	n is a
pseudo-locking sequence for M on L (since M NCIt-identiﬁes L on can-text for L), and (ii) using, Proposition
38, prog(M , 	n) is a grammar for L. Fix large enough n, such that above properties hold for all bigger n. Thus, for
n′ > n, we will always be in case 3, with Sn′+1 as computed there being ∅, and thusmoden′+1 = 1. A contradiction.
Thus, for all but ﬁnitely many n, moden = 1. It follows that eventually we are always in case 3, with Sn+1 = ∅.
Let 	 = limn→∞ 	n. By Proposition 37 we have that, for T ′′ being can-text for L,
(i) cseq	 ⊆ cseqT ′′ ,
(ii) (∀∞n)[M(	T(n), cseqT ′′ [|	|]#) = M(	, cseqT ′′ [|	|]) = M(	[m	], cseq	[m	])] (by Case 3, and moden+1 be-
ing 1), and
(iii) for all x ∈ L− content(	n), there exists a w ≤ |	| such that M(	[w]x, cseqT ′′ [w + 1]) =
M(	[w], cseqT ′′ [w]) (by invariant (H)).
Thus, M(	, cseqT ′′ [|	|]) = M(	[m	], cseq	[m	]) is a grammar for L (by LNCIt-identiﬁcation of L by M ),
and thus, Wprog(M ,	) ⊇ L, by the deﬁnition of Wprog(M ,	). Thus prog(M , 	) is a grammar for L as M ′ does not
receive a counterexample for conjecture prog(M , 	).
It follows from the above that M ′ NCIt-identiﬁes L. Now suppose n is the least such that M ′(T [n]) =
pad(pn, Sn, 	n,moden) is a grammar for L. Then, we have that moden = 1, and pn = prog(M , 	n). Thus, by Propo-
sition 37, (	n[m	n ], cseq	n [m	n ]) is a pseudo-locking sequence for M on L. It follows that for all n′ ≥ n, on input
T [n′], M ′ will be in Case 3, and Sn′+1 = ∅. Thus, M ′ does not change its conjecture on inputs T [n′], n′ ≥ n. Thus,
M ′ is non-U-shaped on L. 
7. Conclusion
We introduced and explored a variant of the traditional Gold’s model of learning in the limit, where learners,
while lacking potentially inﬁnite long-termmemory, can communicate with a teacher and get access to a limited
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number of negative counterexamples to their wrong conjectures attempting to be “overinclusive”. Most of our
results give a good—and, sometimes, unexpected—insight on what learners with this type of access to data
and long-term memory are or are not capable of. In particular, we showed that, sometimes, when a teacher,
because of complexity issues, can only provide bounded counterexamples, the learners in our model can employ
absence of such counterexamples to learn languages, when arbitrary counterexamples cannot help. It would be
interesting to ﬁnd out if a similar phenomenon can be found in human cognitive processes. Another important
result demonstrates that, within the framework of our model, negative counterexamples—obtained at “right
time”—give more power to learners than access to full negative data. Again, this effect of compensating lack
of full negative data by getting limited negative data at “right time” can be worth exploring in the context of
human cognition. One of our results demonstrated that, for NCIt-learning, while learning indexed classes may
be possible in general, it might not be possible if the learner attempts to use the given indexing for its conjectures.
We hope that these insights will be helpful for general understanding of interplay of different forms of input
data and memory in computational learning processes, for learnability studies in developmental and cognitive
psychology, as well as studies of learnability of some important practical classes of languages—speciﬁcally,
regular expressions, where progress has been very limited so far.
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